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ABSTRACT
Laboratory tests and simulations were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of various capping
systems in reducing drainage from mineral stockpiles. ASTM soil testing standards were used to
evaluate the physical properties of the materials in order to establish a cover system that produced the
highest soil density and lowest soil permeability when compacted at optimum moisture content. After
laboratory tests were completed, four barrier materials were selected for further evaluation. The
laboratory hydraulic conductivity of the selected materials were all less than or equal to 2 x 10-6 cm/sec.,
the maximum value allowed by Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA). The effective hydraulic
conductivities of the barriers were estimated using the EPA HELP (Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill
Performance) model. Model results indicated that the major water loss occurred through evapotranspiration and the single most important design parameter affecting infiltration was, not surprisingly, the
hydraulic conductivity of the barrier. An analysis of key input parameters in the HELP model showed
that design parameters such as soil type, hydraulic conductivity, cover thickness and slope of the
drainage layer affected infiltration rate to a certain extent. However, for a given barrier, the hydraulic
conductivity of the cover system was the most critical design parameter affecting water infiltration.
Based on the results obtained, a cap design consisting of a three-layer soil barrier was recommended
for final capping of any mineral stockpile capping project.

INTRODUCTION
Lean ore and waste rock stockpiles, unless controlled,
may pose significant environmental problems. Precipitation which enters a mining stockpile is a potential source of surface and groundwater contamination. Minerals present in the stockpile will dissolve in
the presence of oxygen and water. Precipitation which
percolates through the rock subsequently transports
*Address for correspondence - Email : fdudoh@yahoo.com

the dissolved minerals from the stockpiles downstream. The degree of transport of the dissolved minerals is dependent upon the chemistry of the component released, the chemistry of the transporting solution and the solids and biota which come in contact
with the flow.
Often drainage from mineral wastes can be reduced
by proper sitting or diversion of surface and groundwater. Further reduction can only be achieved by mini-
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mizing the rate of water infiltration into the waste itself. Infiltration reduction is generally the first step in
stemming the water quality problem associate with
stockpile drainage. One method of minimizing infiltration into mineral stockpiles is to cover the pile with
a low permeability material and route the water off
the pile before it becomes contaminated. The purpose
of this study was to use the EPA HELP (Hydrologic
Evaluation of Landfill Performance) model to simulate field conditions in order to identify the capping
options that could be used to stem infiltration into
mineral waste stockpiles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Numerous materials were sourced and screened for
use as potential stockpile capping systems (Eger et al.
1990). Laboratory tests were performed on the selected
materials (which included, among others, glacial till,
glacial till plus bentonite, fine tailings plus bentonite,
paint rock and silty clay). Each material was subjected
to a variety of tests using ASTM standards (Table 1).
Material property criteria were proposed by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) and are
listed in Table 2. Additionally, each material was selected based on availability, cost, workability, expected hydraulic conductivity, and any potential environmental problems which could result from the use
of that material. A summary of the physical properties of the materials for the stockpile capping study is
shown in Table 3. Based on the final evaluation of
laboratory data, cost and other potential environmental problems, glacial till, glacial till mixed with 5 per
cent bentonite, and a 20 mil PVC membrane were chosen for field evaluation. Fine tailings were rejected
since the hydraulic conductivity was greater than 2 x
10-6 cm/sec., and they might contain asbestiform fibers. Paint rock, although having a suitable hydraulic conductivity, produces “red” water (suspended
iron oxides) and was eliminated due to its prohibitively high cost. While the glacial till had an acceptable hydraulic conductivity, the till contained large
boulders which would not be suitable for a barrier
layer. Therefore, the glacial till was screened through
a Read Screen-All to produce a more uniform sized
material.
In order to study the effectiveness of the selected
capping systems to stem infiltration, the HELP (Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance) model
was used to simulate field conditions. To accomplish
this objective, a three layer capping system consisting

of a cover, a barrier and a buffer was required (Table
2). Laboratory results in Table 3 along with synthetic
materials such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC) were used
to simulate the field conditions for the various stockpile capping options. Simulations were also performed
for a control (untreated) stockpile, standard reclamation (two feet of cover), and the MPCA hydraulic conductivity barrier requirement of 2 x 10-6 cm/sec. The
HELP model is a sophisticated water balanced model
that can model multilayered capping systems. The
HELP model uses climatologic, soil and design data
to produce daily estimates of water movement across,
into, through and out of mineral stockpiles considered in this study. The climatologic data, which included daily precipitation and mean monthly temperatures in 0F were from Babbitt, Minnesota (Udoh,
1993). The solar radiation data in langleys, were the
monthly averages from Winton, Minnesota (Eger et al.
1990). Other climatologic data such as leaf area indices, evaporative zone depth, and winter cover factors
were selected from the HELP model built-in default
data files. Leaf area index (which is the area of leaves
per unit area of ground) affects the total evaporation
from the stockpile capping systems. Maximum leaf
area index ranges from about 1.5 for grass up to about
5 for a plant like soybeans. The maximum leaf area
index used in the simulations ranged from 1 to 1.5.
Typical default values for evaporative zone depth
(which is related to root depth) range from 4 inches
for bare ground to 18 inches for excellent grass. Fair
grass, which is the general cover class found at most
landfills (Eger et. al, 1990), has an evaporative zone
depth of 10 inches, the default value used in the HELP
model simulation. The soil data used in the simulation also came from the built-in default data files for
soil texture classes 3, 6 and 20 for the top, drainage
and barrier layers respectively. However, the hydraulic conductivities for each soil class were estimated to
reflect the hydraulic conductivities required for typical mineral capping projects. The hydraulic conductivity of the buffer layer was computed as 70% of that
of the top layer since the layer was assumed to be
partially compacted.
The HELP program models a number of hydrologic processes by performing daily, sequential analysis using a quasi-two-dimensional, deterministic approach. The model computes surface runoff using the
Soil Conservation Service (SCS) runoff curve number
method. The equation developed relates daily runoff,
Q, to daily precipitation, P and a watershed retention
parameter, S, thus:
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Qp

=

(P – 0.2S)2

…….. (1)

Where
Q, P, and S are in inches
Infiltration, I, is computed in the HELP model as:
I = P – Q – SE
…….. (2)
Where:
I = infiltration
P = daily precipitation
Q = daily runoff
SE = surface evaporation
Potential evapotranspiration, E0 is computed as:
Eo

=

1.28 AH

…….. (3)

A + 0.68
Where:
Eo = potential evapotranspiration
A = slope of saturation vapour pressure curve
H = net solar radiation in langleys
Percolation, Qp, modeled as Darcian flow, is computed
as:
TH + Tc

QP = KP

…….. (4)

Tc

Where:
Qp = the rate of percolation through the barrier
soil layer
Kp =
the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the
barrier soil layer
TH = the total head in the profile above the barrier
soil layer
Tc =
the thickness of the barrier soil layer
The lateral drainage rate, QD, based on a linearization of the steady-state Boussinesq equation is computed as:
QD

=

2 KD yho

2K D y (0.510 + 0.00205αL) [Y (y/l) 0.16 +αL]
QD =

(P + 0.8S)

…….. (5)

L2

Where:
QD = lateral drainage rate
KD = hydraulic conductivity for lateral flow
y = average thickness of flow
ho = elevation of water surface
L = maximum length to drain
With a correction factor, the lateral drainage equation
rewritten as:
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L2

…….. (6)

Where: α = fractional slope at surface of cover
The surface vegetation was assumed to be fair
grass. A default runoff curve number of 69.76 was
determined by the HELP model based on surface vegetation and the minimum infiltration rate of the top
soil, and this number was used in the simulations.
Additionally, the total area of cover was considered
to be 40,000 square feet with a drainage distance of
200 feet. The input parameter values along with the
results obtained are summarized in Table 4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The HELP model is a water balanced model that models multilayered capping systems. Simulations are
most accurate when actual field and laboratory data
are available for many of the input parameters that
are needed to simulate field conditions. However,
since data were not available for all of the parameters,
various estimates were made for some of the input
parameters to the HELP model. By using the materials presented in Table 3 along with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) liners, simulations were carried out (using
different scenarios) to evaluate the effectiveness of
various capping design systems in minimizing water
infiltration into mineral stockpiles. Simulations were
run for the MPCA barrier requirement of 2x10-6 cm/
sec, 20 mil PVC liner, a control (untreated) stockpile,
standard reclamation (2 feet of cover), MPCA reference case with drainage layer at 3% and 5% slope,
and lower permeability with liner, etc. All the materials (Table 3) except fine tailings alone and mixed with
1/2% bentonite had permeability which were equal
to or less than 2x10-6 cm/sec, which was the maximum value established by Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.
The first scenario involved the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) case which was a barrier with hydraulic conductivity of 2 x 10-6 cm/sec.
Results from model simulations indicated an average
infiltration of 8.6 inches with a surface runoff of 1.2
inches and no lateral drainage. With a 3% drainage
slope, the MPCA case registered an average infiltration of 3.1 inches with lateral drainage of 8.4 inches.
With a 5% drainage slope, the MPCA case recorded
an average infiltration of 2.7 inches with drainage of
9.3 inches. With the PVC liner, the MPCA case had
neither infiltration nor drainage but the surface run-
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off was 4.4 inches.
With no reclamation, the average infiltration from
model simulations was 13.7 inches with neither surface runoff nor lateral drainage. The standard reclamation, which required a cover thickness of at least
24 inches, had an average infiltration of 12.1 inches
with neither surface runoff nor lateral drainage. The
lower permeability barrier with liner with hydraulic
conductivity of 1 x 10-7 cm/sec had a surface runoff of
4.4 inches with neither infiltration nor lateral drainage. The results obtained from the HELP model are
presented in Table 4, and the simulated annual infiltration into stockpiles using the various capping options is graphically depicted in Figure 1. Thus far,
synthetic liners appear to be the perfect cover systems,
since if intact, they would not transmit any water.
Regrettably, a leak-proof liner does not really exist. In
general, the thicker the liner system and the better the
installation, the smaller the leakage. For the synthetic
liner barrier system used in this study, the effective
hydraulic conductivity is a function of the leakage
factor, f. A leakage factor, f is directly proportional to

the area of opening and inversely proportional to the
area of the liner system. Typical values for liners range
from 0.01 for a 20 mil PVC liner poorly installed to
0.00001 for an 80 mil HDPE with a perfect installation (Eger et al., 1990). The results from the HELP model
simulation imply that the 20 mil PVC liner system has
a leakage factor of about 0.001, which is within the
expected range. When the flow from a stockpile has
been reduced, more efficient use can be made of additional passive treatment systems such as alkaline and
wetland treatment. Thus, uncontaminated surface and
barrier flow from a stockpile capping system could be
collected and used to augment flow downstream of
additional passive treatment systems.
From the foregoing results, the three variables that
have the greatest effect on the amount of water that
infiltrate the cap are the hydraulic conductivity of the
barrier layer, the hydraulic conductivity of the cover,
and the type and rooting depth (evaporative zone
depth) of the vegetation. From the results of the HELP
model simulation, none of the barriers reduced flow
to a level consistent with a barrier with hydraulic con-

Table 1. Material Testing Procedures
Test or Classification

Procedure

Description of Soils
Classification of Soils
Water Content Determination
Specific Gravity Determination
Particle Size Analysis
Including Sieve and Hydrometer
Modified Proctor Moisture - Density Relationship
Permeability Testing in Conjunction with the
Falling Head Procedure
Atterberg Limits

ASTM*
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM

D-2488
D-2487
D-2216
D-854
D-421, D-422
D-1140, and D-4217
D-1557
D-1557

ASTM

D-4318

*ASTM – American Society for Testing and Materials
Table 2. Material Specifications for Stockpile Capping Program
Component of Cap

Specifications

Cover

1. Minimum thickness - 12 inches.
2. Must be capable of sustaining vegetation.
1. Soil barriers must be at least 12 inches thick.
2. Each layer must be placed in 6-inch lifts and compacted at or above optimum
moisture content to achieve greater than 90% Standard Proctor Density.
3. Barrier material should not contain more than 1% by weight coarse sand and gravel.
4. At least 3% dry mass bentonite must be used in bentonite- soil barriers.
5. The hydraulic conductivity of the barrier must be less than or equal to 2 x 10-6 cm/sec.
Buffers serve to protect the barrier from tears, cracks, punctures and other deteriorations.
The buffer can not contain any coarse fragment greater than 6 inches. 12-inch thickness
was chosen as a suitable buffer.

Barrier

Buffer
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Table 3. Summary of Physical Properties of Materials for the Stockpile Capping Study
Soil Type

Permeability*
(cm/sec)

1.69x10-6
1.55x10-6
Glacial Till +
5.60x10-8
3% Bentonite #
1.96x10-7
Glacial Till +
6.0x10-9
5% Bentonite #
4.12x10-9
Glacial Till +
3.17x10-9
7% Bentonite #
4.73x10-9
Paint Rock
6.67x10-7
6.00x10-7
Fine Tailings
4.50x10-5
3.66x10-5
Fine Tailings**
4.4x10-6
6.6x10-6
Fine Tailings +
1.47x10-5
1/2% Bentonite # 2.02x10-5
Fine Tailings +
2.39x10-6
1% Bentonite #
1.61x10-6
Aurora Sity clay 20x10-9
2.0x10-9
Glacial Till

*
**

Natural

Atterberg
Wc

%Gravel %Sand
Limits
(LL-PL)

%Silt %Clay

Dry
Moisture Specific
Density Content Gravity
(pcf)
(%)

2.6

NP

15.5

63.4

17.2

3.9

134.4

8.0

2.74

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

134.8

8.0

N/A

+ 3%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

135.0

8.0

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

134.6

8.0

N/A

35.1

NP

24.4

41.1

25.8

8.7

123.6

23.0

3.93

7.7

NP

0.1

43.9

50.7

5.3

116.7

13.4

2.98

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

120.8

12.2

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

122.2

12.3

N/A

31.4

43.5-16.2 0.0

17.8

40.2

42.0

114.0

17.0

2.67

Tests performed at approximately 95% of the maximum Modified Proctor dry density (ASTM – 1557).
Test result is from previous STS testing ; # Wyo-Ben Bentonite used ; NP- Non-plastic ; N/A - Not appropriate

ductivity of 1 x 10-7 cm/sec. The United States Environmental Protection Agency’s guidelines for capping
landfills require a barrier layer with an effective hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10-7 cm/sec. This value is
also required for new landfills by present MPCA solid
waste rules. Simulations conducted with the HELP
model showed that when the hydraulic conductivity
of the barrier was reduced from 2x10-6 cm/sec to 1 x
10-7 cm/sec, infiltration decreased by over 90 per cent.
Therefore, to minimize the volume of contaminated
flow in any stockpile capping system, the hydraulic
conductivity of the barrier should be less than or equal
to 1 x 10-7 cm/sec.

CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
One key component in mitigating the water quality
problem associated with stockpile drainage is the reduction of the amount of water which infiltrates into
the stockpiles. While a reduction in infiltration will
not change the drainage water quality, the overall
mass of contaminants released per year will be reduced as the drainage flow is reduced. Based on the
results from the HELP model simulations, the three

variables that have the greatest effect on the amount
of water that will infiltrate the cap are the hydraulic
conductivity of the barrier layer, the hydraulic conductivity of the cover, and the type and rooting depth
(evaporative zone depth) of the vegetation. The results
from the model simulations showed that, when the
hydraulic conductivity of the barrier was reduced
from 2 x 10-6 cm/sec to 1 x 10-7 cm/sec, the infiltration
reduced by over 90%. Therefore, to minimize bottom
flow, the hydraulic conductivity of the barrier layer
should be less than or equal to 1 x 10-7 cm/sec.
As earlier alluded to, simulations are most accurate when actual field and laboratory data are available for the many input parameters needed to run the
HELP model. Unfortunately, data was not available
for all the parameters and various estimates had to be
made. Additional field and laboratory data are needed
to better determine and model the effectiveness of the
various capping alternatives to stem infiltration. Generally, infiltration parameters are often established
based on samples which are not representative of field
profiles. In other words, laboratory test samples are
homogeneous, and thus lack the variability that is associated with similar samples in the field (Udoh,
2008). Since field permeability tests are more likely to
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Table 4. Summary of Preliminary Results with HELP Model
Cover
Case
PCA Reference Case
#1
#2
#3
No Reclamation
#1
#2
#3
Standard Reclamation
#1
#2
#3
PCA Reference Case with
Drainage Layer at 3% Slope
#1
#2
#3
At 5% Slope
#1
#2
#3
PCA Reference
Case-Barrier with Liner
#1
#2
#3
Lower Permeability
Barrier with Liner
#1
#2
#3
PVC Liners
Case # 1*
# 2*
Higher Permeability
Barrier with Drainage
Layer (Base case)
#1
#2
#3
Higher Permeability Barrier
Drainage Layer at 3% Slope
#1
#2
#3
At 5% Slope
#1
#2
#3

Barrier

Buffer

Thickness
(in.)

Kh
(cm/sec.)

Thickness
(in.)

Kh
(cm/sec.)

Thickness
(in.)

Kh
(cm/sec.)

12
12
12

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

12
12
12

2x10-6
2x10-6
2x10-6

6
6
6

5x10-4
3.3x10-3
.7x10-2

0
0
0

NAP
NAP
NAP

0
0
0

NAP
NAP
NAP

6
6
6

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

24
24
23

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

0
0
0

NAP
NAP
NAP

6
6
6

5x10-4
3.2x10-3
.7x10-2

12
12
12

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

12
12
12

2x10-6
2x10-6
2x10-6

6
6
6

5x10-4
3.3x10-3
.7x10-2

12
12
12

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

12
12
12

2x10-6
2x10-6
2x10-6

6
6
6

5x10-4
3.3x10-3
.7x10-2

12
12
12

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

12
12
12

2x10-6
2x10-6
2x10-6

6
6
6

5x10-4
3.3x10-3
.7x10-2

12
12
12

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

12
12
12

1x10-7
1x10-7
1x10-7

6
6
6

5x10-4
3.3x10-3
.7x10-2

12
12

3x10-3
3x10-3

18
18

2.9x10-4
2.9x10-4

12
12
12

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

12
12
12

1x10-5
1x10-5
1x10-5

6
6
6

5x10-4
3.3x10-2
.7x10-2

12
12
12

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

12
12
12

1x10-5
1x10-5
1x10-5

6
6
6

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

12
12
12

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

12
12
12

1x10-5
1x10-5
1x10-5

6
6
6

7.1x10-4
4.7x10-3
1x10-2

NAP
NAP

Contd..........
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Drainage
Case
PCA Reference Case
#1
#2
#3
No Reclamation
#1
#2
#3
Standard Reclamation
#1
#2
#3
PCA Reference
Case with Drainage
Layer At 3% Slope
#1
#2
#3
At 5% Slope
#1
#2
#3
PCA Reference
Case – Barrier
With Liner
#1
#2
#3
Lower Permeability
Barrier with Liner
#1
#2
#3
PVC Liners
Case # 1*
# 2*
Higher Permeability
Barrier with Drainage
Layer (Base case)
#1
#2
#3
Higher Permeability
Barrier Drainage
Layer at 3% Slope
#1
#2
#3
At 5% Slope
#1
#2
#3
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Results (in.)

Thickness
(in.)

T Slope
(z)

Kh
(cm/sec.)

ET

Surface
Runoff

Lateral
Drainage

Infiltration

0
0
0

NAP
NAP
NAP

NAP
NAP
NAP

1.2
1.2
1.2

19.1
17.0
16.9

7.0
9.3
9.5

0
0
0

0
0
0

NAP
NAP
NAP

NAP
NAP
NAP

0.1
0
0

16.6
13.3
12.7

10.7
14.1
14.7

0
0
0

0
0
0

NAP
NAP
NAP

NAP
NAP
NAP

0.1
0
0

18.7
14.1
13.2

8.6
13.3
14.3

0
0
0

12
12
12

3
3
3

1.0
1.0
1.0

0.1
0
0

18.8
14.3
13.2

2.8
3.3
3.3

5.9
10.0
10.9

12
12
12

5
5
5

1.0
1.0
1.0

0.1
0
0

18.7
14.2
13.2

2.5
2.8
2.9

6.1
10.4
11.4

0
0
0

NAP
NAP
NAP

NAP
NAP
NAP

4.5
4.3
4.3

22.3
22.4
22.5

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

NAP
NAP
NAP

NAP
NAP
NAP

4.5
4.4
4.4

22.3
22.4
22.4

0
0
0

0
0
0

6
6

3
3

5.8x10-3
5.8x10-3

0.3
0.8

15.4
17.0

11.0
4.0

0.7
5.3

0
0
0

NAP
NAP
NAP

NAP
NAP
NAP

0.5
05
0.4

18.7
14.6
13.9

8.1
12.4
13.1

0
0
0

12
12
12

3
3
3

1.0
1.0
1.0

0.1
0
0

18.7
14.2
13.2

6.4
9.2
9.6

2.2
4.1
4.7

12
12
12

5
5
5

1.0
1.0
1.0

0.1
0
0

18.7
14.2
13.2

5.7
8.1
8.5

2.9
5.2
5.9
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Hydraulic conductivity of cover cm/sec
Results generated using help modelwith Babbitt recipitation data
(from 1984-1985) and average solar radiation data from Winton

Fig. 1 Simulated annual infiltration into stockpiles using various capping options
yield accurate estimates of hydraulic conductivity than
laboratory test, they are recommended as part of either the final design process or construction verification.
Based on the results obtained, a cap design consisting of a three-layer soil barrier is recommended for
final capping of any mineral stockpile capping project.
Therefore, the selection of materials for the capping of
any mineral stockpile and/or waste disposal site
should be based on optimizing those properties that
have the greatest influence on the long-term performance of the material.
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ABSTRACT
In the last few years, air pollution has become a major issue in some countries of Latin America and the
Caribbean because of urban development and growing industrialization. In addition to industrial
processes often concentrated in the cities, vehicle emission and stationary-source fuel combustion are
the primary sources of air pollution. A survey was carried out at selected Industrial areas in and around
Bangalore city to investigate the effect of air pollution human health. It was found that these personnel
were directly exposed to the pollution for nearly 8 to 10 hours per day. It is observed that public is
suffering from respiratory disorders and other problems due to exposure of air pollution.

INTRODUCTION
In many towns and cities exposure to air pollution is
the main environmental threat to human health. Long
time exposure to high level of toxic elements and small
particulate matter in the air also contributes to wide
range of chronic respiratory diseases, aggravates heart
diseases and other types of particulates pollution, either on its own or in combination with SO2, leads to
an enormous burden of ill health causing at least
500,000 premature death and 4 -5 million new case of
chronic bronchitis each year (World Bank,1992).Due
to increase of manmade activities, emission of particulate matters and gaseous matters have been rising
over past decades, Expansion of industries and transport systems has made this situation more critical.
Hence in this context an investigation has been un-

dertaken to assess the impact of air pollution on the
health of human being at selected industrial areas.

METRIALS AND METHODS
The present study was carried in Bommasandra and
Jigani industrial areas during the period of Feb 2011
to May 2011. The study was conducted on human
beings with an age group of 18 to 55 years. In each
industrial area about 60 to 75 persons were selected
for survey; they were employers of different industries, shop owners and others. Questionnaires was
used to get details like
i. Duration of work
ii. Nature of work
iii. Symptoms of illness
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iv. Experience during work and problems.
Table 1 shows further details.
Table1. Particulars in industrial areas
Particulars

Details

Total number of persons
Average age
Sex
Educational status
Average exposure to pollution
Residing period
Smokers
History of family health disease.

50 to70 no’s
20 to 50 years
Male and female
75%
10 hours per day
1 to 20 years
15%
None is suffering
with any chronic
Fig.1 Percentage affected on Health in
Bommasandra Industrial area

Site Description
Bangalore the capital city of Karnataka occupies an
important position not only in the state but also in the
country. It is considered as one of the major industrial, commercial and educational centre in southern
India and also as Information Technology and Bio
Technology centre. The city has taken dubious distinction of being the fastest growing metropolis in the
country. The Bangalore city corporation limits are
enclosed within North latitude 12º 15’ and 13º 31'
and East longitude 77º 41' and 77º 59' at an average
elevation of about 900 meters. Due to its climatic conditions and strategic locations the city has drawn in a
large number of both private and public sectors industries.

Fig. 2 Percentage affected on Health in
Jigani Industrial area

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
About 40 to 70 persons, with an average age of about
35 years, who are exposed air pollution for about 10
hrs per day, and with no family history of breathlessness, were selected for the study. The usual clinical
symptoms due to air pollution are cough of about 60
to 70%, eye irritation of about 95 to 100%, throat irritation of about 40 to 45% and nose irritation of about 60
Table 2. Clinical features when exposed to air pollution.
Particulars

Eye irritation
Nasal irritation
Throat irritation
Skin irritation

Industrial area
Bommasandra

Jigani

97.00%
71.40%
44.40%
09.10%

95.70%
63.04%
41.30%
33.00%

to 70%. The Table 2 shows the details of features due
to air pollutants.
Fig. 1 represents percentage of eye irritation was
high in Bommasandra industrial area about 97%,
which was major one due to emission of suspended
particulate matter and gaseous particles like sulphur
dioxide, nitrogen oxide and carbon monoxide from
generator plants and industries. Similarly the fig 2
represents percentage of eye irritation was high in
jigani industrial area about 95% due to emission of
suspended particulate matter and gaseous particles
like sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and carbon monoxide from stone cutting and polishing industries.
Similarly other effects of nose irritation about 63.04%,
throat irritation about 41.3% due to emissions from
industries and also from power generator units, ve-

EFFECT OF AIR POLLUTION ON HUMAN HEALTH IN INDUSTRIAL AREAS –
hicles.

CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that, the effects of Suspended
Particulate Matter and gaseous matter impacts on human being, who are staying in that area for about 10
years, problems like, eye irritations, skin irritation, and
respiratory problems are common. The employees of
industries and others need periodic check up and they
should be provided with preventive measures during
work hours and awareness requires for public to take
precautionary measures.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the results from laboratory studies on the compressive strength of mortar for Ferro
cement that contains ternary blends of Portland cement, silica fume and super plasticizer as water
reducing agent. Cement mortars (1:2, 1: 2.5 and 1:3) incorporating various water cementitious ratios
(0.32, 0.35 and0.38) were used. The silica fume content is constant at 5% by weight of cement. Fly ash
content varying from 10% to 20% and super plasticizer were used to maintain uniform flow of mortar
which varies from 0% to 1% by weight of cement, to ensure that no segregation would occur. Totally
586 mortar cubes for each mix with mineral admixtures were tested for their compressive strength.
Finally suggestions were made for the proportion of mineral admixtures to achieve high strength
mortar which can be used for rehabilitation of reinforced concrete structures particularly with Ferro
cement composites.

INTRODUCTION
In many countries around the world, silica fume and
fly ash are used for producing active pozzolanic admixtures. These pozzolanic admixtures are used for
reducing the Portland cement content in mortar and
concrete production (Cook , 1985; Ruiz Al, 1965). The
positive effects exerted by such pozzolanic admixtures
on properties of portland cement mortar and concrete
have been emphasized in many studies (Babu et al.
1993; George et al. 1995 ). In addition to a strength
gain, it was shown that such admixtures could improve the surface resistance of the Portland cement
mortar and concrete (Akoz et al. 1995). The compres-

sive strength of cement paste containing silica fume
decreases as the silica fume content increases at low
water cementitious materials ratios of 0.25, but plain
cement paste exhibited highest strength and greater
strength development after 28 days (Akkan and
Mazlum, 1993).
The benefits of using either fly ash or silica fume in
concrete in partial replacement for portland cement
are fairly well established. However both materials
have certain short falls. Silica fume, while imparting
significant contributions to concrete strength and
chemical resistance can create increases in water demand placing difficulties and plastic shrinkage problems in concrete and present handling difficulties in

*Address for correspondence : Email : sasiekalaamam.68@gmail.com
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the raw state if not properly used. Deficiencies associated with the use of fly ash in concrete depend on the
nature of fly ash being considered.
The combination of silica fume and fly ash in a
ternary cement system (i.e., Portland cement being the
third component) should result in a number of synergistic effects, some of which are obvious as follows.
- Silica fume compensates for low early strength of
concrete with low fly ash.
- Fly ash increases long term strength development
of silica fume concrete.
- Fly ash offsets increased water demand of silica
fume.
- Very high resistance to chloride ion penetration
can be obtained with ternary blends.
Ferrocement is a thin walled reinforced concrete
which commonly consists of cement mortar reinforced
with closely spaced layers of continuous and relatively small wire mesh.
Ferrocement is regarded as highly versatile material possessing a degree of roughness, ductility, durability, strength and crack resistance that is greater than
that found in other forms of concrete construction
(Naaman, 2000; Memon and Salihuddin, 2006). It is
the promising composite material for the prefabrication and the industrialisation of the building industry (Memon and Salihuddin, 2005) which proves an
excellent material for low cost housing (Mattone, 1992)
and enhancement of light weight core materials for
producing high performance light weight structural
sandwich panels. The properties of mortar mix like
compressive strength, water absorption are very important to consider during the design of thin
ferrocement structural elements. The studies have been
conducted to investigate the characteristics of mortar
mix to use in ferrocement elements. (Arif and Kaushik,
1996) ACI 549 recommends sand cement ratio (S/
C)1.5-2.5 and water cement ratio (W/C) 0.35-0.5, for
the use in ferrocement (ACI committee 549R-97).
The SF concrete had consistently higher compressive strength than the control concrete. In the case of
ternary use of PC, FA and SF, the compressive strength
also gradually decreased with the replacement ratio
but the rate of reduction was much less compared to
the case in the binary use of PC and FA (Mehmet
Gesoglu et al. 2009). The corrosion resistance of the
ternary blend mortar of OPC, RHA and FA is consistently higher than that of mortar containing single
pozzolan (Chindaprasirt and Rukzon, 2008). The concrete containing FA had generally lower compressive
strength. However, binary (PC+SF and PC+S) and

ternary (PC+S+SF) blends of SF and S provided comparably higher compressive strengths (Mehmet
Gesoglu and Erdogan Ozbay, 2007).
It is apparent that ternary cementitious blends of
Portland cement, silica fume and fly ash offer significant advantages over binary blends and even greater
enhancements over ordinary Portland cement. In some
cases, price differences between the individual components may allow the ternary blend to compete with
ordinary Portland cement on the basis of material costs
(Hariharan et al. 2011).
This paper particularly aims to assess the trial
mixes the extent to which the Portland cement can be
blended by silica fume and fly ash with super plasticizer in the production of durable mortar by means of
a test program.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
All the materials used during this experimental program comply with the standard specifications.
Cement
The physical and chemical properties of the used Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) are tabulated in Table
1 and Table 2 respectively.
Fly ash
High calcium fly ash (ASTM class C) from NLC limited, Neyveli, India was used in this investigation.
The physical and chemical compositions of the fly
ash are shown in Table 1 and 2 respectively.
Silica fume
Uncompacted silica fume from Elkern, India was incorporated in this study. The physical properties and
chemical analysis of the silica fume are shown in Table
1 and 2 respectively.
Fine aggregate
The natural river sand passing through 2.36mm sieve
was adopted as fine aggregate in mortar.
Super plasticizer
The super plasticizer of trade name Fosroc Conplast
SP430 conforming to IS 9103-1999 and ASTMC-494
was used as the chemical admixture during this study.
It is available as a medium brown coloured aqueous
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Table 1. Physical properties of cementitious materials
Description of test

ASTM Type I Portland cement

Flyash ASTM Class C

Silica Fume

Physical Test
Specific gravity
Fineness-passing 45µm
Initial setting time (min)
Final setting time (min)
Specific surface (m2/g)
Bulk density (kg/m3)

3.15
94.1
150
265
329
--

2.04
------

2.02
85
--19
602

Table 2. Chemical analysis of cementitious materials
Description of test

ASTM Type I Portland cement

Flyash ASTM Class C

Silica Fume

Silicon dioxide (SiO2)
Aluminium oxide (Al2O3)
Ferric oxide (Fe2O3)
Calcium oxide (CaO)
Magnesium oxide (MgO)
Sulphur trioxide (SO3)
Sodium oxide (Na2O3)
Potassium oxide (K2O)
Loss of ignition (LOI)

20.32
4.94
2.55
62.58
1.18
3.46
0.19
0.86
1.28

60.09
18.63
1.10
1.54
0.31
0.05
2.41

85.72
0.06
0.45
1.96

Table 3. Compressive strength of Mix 1:2 & w/b ratio 0.32, 0.35 and 0.38
Mix & W/B

1:2
0.32

1:2
0.35

1.2
0.38

% of SP

5%SF & 10% FA

5%SF & 15% FA

5% SF & 20% FA

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1

69.5
73.67
79.13
83
76.6
66.11
67.96
76.67
79.93
86.67
76.4
71.13
64.28
64.48
67.37
74.66
62.05
63.05

70.06
75
80.01
84.58
78.18
67.45
69.45
78.55
80.33
88.97
78.52
73.19
63.1
64.55
66.12
70.94
61.59
62.82

71.9
76.62
81.63
84.60
79.60
63.46
71.61
79.82
82.34
89.42
79.95
74
62.99
63.06
65.62
69.68
60.72
61.03

solution and its specific gravity is 1.18.It is from group
sulphonated naphthalene formaldehyde condensates
in dry powder form.
Water
Water is one of the most important constitutes with-

out which concrete cannot be produced. It should not
contain substance which can be harmful to the process of hydration of cement and durability of concrete.
In general, water, which is acceptable for drinking, is
also suitable for the concrete mixing. In this study tap
water is used for the manufacture of the concrete.
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Table 4. Compressive strength of Mix 1:2.5 & w/b ratio 0.32, 0.35 & 0.38
Mix & W/B

1.2.5
0.32

1:2.5
0.35

1:2.5
0.38

% of SP

5%SF& 10% FA

5%SF & 15% FA

5%SF & 20% FA

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1

74.16
75.99
79.20
85.79
73.90
72.89
65.24
68.55
72.84
75.06
64.23
62.91
61.36
66.65
70.56
74.94
72.03
68.57

66.43
72.43
76.10
76.69
66.25
62.14
70.95
71.50
75.89
77.93
64.02
62.32
60.19
65.51
67.12
72.07
64.88
58.38

65.06
66.75
67.83
72.49
62.56
57.71
64.26
66.79
68.25
69.24
63.45
61.04
56.89
60.24
62.08
65.51
56.80
56.12

Table 5. Compressive strength of Mix 1:3 & w/b ratio 0.32, 0.35 & 0.38
Mix

1:3
0.32

0.35

1:3
0.38

% of SP

5% SF & 10% FA

5% SF & 15% FA

5% SF & 20% FA

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1

57.14
60.71
64.28
70.10
68.86
64.84
59.30
63.51
69.27
73.43
69.94
64.93
59.28
63.92
64.63
69.42
59.53
50.51

55.45
60.45
65.83
71.67
69.98
66.87
57.62
61.76
67.58
71.75
67.66
59.69
59.71
60.62
62.82
65.90
57.19
50.42

53
57.18
60.43
63.99
57.12
56.57
53.83
54.33
59.04
62.17
58.85
57.75
57.77
61.22
65.84
66.68
53.79
49.34

Methods
The cement was replaced with silica fume at three
proportions (5%, 10% and 15%) and dosage of super
plasticizer ranging from 0%-1% by the weight of total
binder with an increment of 0.2% was adopted.5%
silica fume as a cement replacement shows a good
increase in compressive strength at 28days.The addition of 5% silica fume with different flyash replacements were adopted. Visual inspections showed that
there is bleeding problems with water binder ratio of

0.39 and 0.4.Hence w/b ratio of 0.32, 0.35 and 0.38
were adopted.
Three principal mixes 1:2, 1:2.5 and 1:3 were considered with three different water cementitious ratios
0.32, 0.35 and 0.38 were used. At every water binder
ratio, partial replacement of cement with 5% silica
fume and fly ash content varied from 10%, 15% and
20% by weight of cement. Dosage of super plasticizer
ranging from 0% - 1% by the weight of the total binder
with an increment of 0.2% was adopted. Thus 162
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mixes were developed and 486 cubes of standard size
70.6 x 70.6 x 70.6 mm were casted and tested for compressive strength in 28 days duration.
The specimens were cured in water for 28 days
and tested for compressive strength. A survey of the
mix proportions along with the dosage of super plasticizer, water binder ratio and the determined values
of compressive strength are presented in Table 3, 4 &
5. The test aimed at revealing the level and the development of compressive strength resulting from variations in the water binder ratio.

the end product of thin ferrocement elements depends
upon the properties of mortar particularly compressive strength.
Thus on the basis of this study and from compressive strength point of view high workability mortar
1:2 with 5% silica fume, 20% flyash and 0.6% super
plasticizer exhibiting high strength seems to be reasonably suitable for the casting of thin ferrocement
laminates.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

Based on the experimental study conducted and the
results presented herein, following conclusions can
be drawn.

The results obtained from the experimental investigations are tabulated in tables and comparisons are presented in the form of graphs. All the values are the
average of three specimens tested in each case during
the testing program of this study. The results are discussed as follows.
Compressive strength
The results presented in the Table 3, 4, & 5 show the
higher compressive strength of almost all the mortars
with 5% SF and 10% FA and 5% SF & 15% FA as
cement replacement ranging between 5% and 15% over
their control OPC mortar at various dosage of super
plasticizer. Figures 1, 2 & 3 depict the enhancement of
compressive strength at different dosage of the super
plasticizer. The trend of the curves presented in Figures1, 2 & 3 for all the three mixes 1:2, 1:2.5 and 1:3
seems to be identical. From the Figures 1, 2 & 3, it is
obvious that the compressive strength increases with
the increase in the dosage of super plasticizer. Upto
0.6% of the super plasticizer, the enhancement in compressive strength is remarkable and it lowers with the
further addition of super plasticizer beyond 0.6%.
From Table 3, 4 & 5 it is also apparent that the
compressive strength as high as about 89.42Mpa was
achieved for mortar 1:2 w/b ratio 0.35 with 5% silica
fume, 20% flyash and 0.6 % super plasticizer while
the lowest compressive strength obtained is 49.34Mpa
in case of mortar 1:3 w/c ratio 0.38 with 5% silica
fume and 20% flyash and 1% super plasticizer. This
shows that a high workability flyash, silica fume and
cement mortar with a wide range of compressive
strength can be produced depending upon the level
of cement replacement with silica fume, fly ash and
the dosage of super plasticizer as the water reducing
admixture. However as cited in the literature review,

CONCLUSION

1. It is apparent that ternary cementitious blends of
Portland cement, silica fume and fly ash offer significant advantages over binary blends and even greater
enhancements over plain Portland cement.
2. In some cases price differences between the individual components may allow the ternary blend to
compete with straight Portland cement on the basis of
material cost.
3. The Combination of silica fume and fly ash results
with improved early age and long term strength development.
4. Compressive strength of high workability mortars
enhances with the application of silica fume, fly ash
and super plasticizer as cement replacement and
water reducing agent respectively. The enhancement
ranges between 5% and 15% of control OPC mortars
depending upon the mix proportion, replacement level
and dosage of super plasticizer.
5. Compressive strength as high as about 89.42Mpa
was achieved for mortar 1:2 w/b ratio 0.32 with 5%
silica fume, 20% flyash and 0.6% super plasticizer.
While the lowest compressive strength obtained is
49.34Mpa,the lowest value obtained for mortar is 1:3
w/b ratio 0.38 with 5% silica fume, 20% flyash and
1% super plasticizer.
6. Mineral admixtures silica fume and fly ash
adopted as cement replacement did not affect the flow
properties in all the mortars and at all the dosages of
super plasticizer applied.
7. Partial replacement of cement with silica fume and
flyash is maximized at 5% and 20%.
8. The results of this research study reveal that, the
compressive strength of silica fume, fly ash, cement
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Fig. 1 Variation of compressive strength vs dosage of super plasticizer for mix 1:2
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mortar ranging between 89.42Mpa
and 49.34Mpa depend upon the
mix ratio, water binder ratio, replacement level of cement with
silica fume and flyash dosage of
superplasticizer. Nevertheless mortar 1:2, water binder ratio 0.35 with
5% silica fume, 20% flyash and 0.2%
to 0.6% super plasticizer could be
considered as suitable mortar for the
casting of thin ferrocement elements.
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ABSTRACT
Environmental impact assessment of liquid rocket motor exhaust obtained due to mainly liquid propellant combustion have been highlighted. Exhaust product analysis has been carried out theoretically
by computer software NASA CEC -71 to identify toxic emissions of rocket combustion. In the present
study a high volume Air Samplers (APM-430) was deployed at predetermined locations near launch
pad for collection of toxic exhausts using liquid absorbents during actual missile launch. The collected
samples were analyzed subsequently for quantitative estimation of suspended particulate matter (SPM),
oxides of nitrogen (NOX) and oxides of sulphur (SOX) etc. with the help of a spectrophotometer. The
dispersion pattern of the various toxic gases verses time and distance has also been monitored.

INTRODUCTION
Rocket is a device or engine that converts chemical
energy into mechanical motion. Hot gases are produced in combustion chambers of jets and rockets by
burning a fuel with oxygen or an oxidizer. The satellite launch vehicle programs use hydrazine, unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine (UDMH) and
monomethyl hydrazine (MMH) as fuel along with red
fuming nitric acid (RFNA), dinitrogen tetroxide and
liquid oxygen as oxidizer. A typical liquid propellant
consists of G-fuel (equal mixture of xylidene and triethylamine) and red fuming nitric acid is used by missiles. These hypergolic propellants are the most energetic propellants being used the liquid rocket motors

all over the world. G-fuel which contains triethylamine with very high vapour pressure is a big fire
hazard. Xylidene is toxic whereas triethylamine is a
strong irritant. UDMH is known to be carcinogenic.
Thus launching of rockets & missiles from a test range
produce a lot of toxic gaseous exhausts and pollutants to the local atmosphere. To ascertain environmental safety of these toxic exhaust products there is
a need to have study of nature of the combustion products and their quantitative estimation.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Theoretical combustion products analysis was carried out for liquid propellant (G-fuel and RFNA) us-
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ing a computer software NASA-CEC-71.3 Ideal gas
equation was used in the theoretical calculations at
an operating pressure of 0.1 MPa. Elemental compositions used for theoretical exhaust product analysis
were C (21.92930 mol/kg), H (52.1416 mol/kg), N
(13.4889 mol/kg) and O (30.9461 mol/kg) with a heat
of formation value of ΔHf : -2189.62 kJ/kg. A high
volume Air sampler (APM-430) using glass fibre micro filter paper (GF/4) was employed for collection of
suspended particular matter (SPM) as shown in Fig.1.
The detailed experimental procedure has been described elsewhere.4 Quantitative estimation of SPM
is normally expressed in µg/m3. However, for collection of toxic combustion gases like oxides of sulphur,
SOx and oxides of nitrogen, NOx etc. liquid absorbents
were used. The collected samples were analyzed subsequently for quantitative estimation with the help of
a UV-visible spectrophotometer. This experiment is
repeatedly being carried out before, during and after
actual rocket launch.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Air pollution may be described as the presence of air
pollutants in the atmosphere to such an extent that

they cause deterious effects. Primary air pollutants
are emitted directly into the atmosphere and secondary air pollutants are formed in the atmosphere by
reactions among two or more pollutants. The concentration of air pollutants depends not only on the quantities that are emitted directly from air pollution
sources but also on the ability of the atmosphere to
either absorb or disperse these emissions along with
the various physical and chemical dissipation processes liable to remove pollutants through self purification processes (Garg, 1998). Vehicular transportation vitiated the environment by emanating obnoxious and toxic pollutants like oxides of nitrogen, (NOx),
carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbon (HC) and particulate matter to the surrounding atmosphere, which
results in serious health hazard to community. Similarly fly ash, oxides of sulphur, (SOx), oxides of nitrogen, (NOx) and CO2 emerges to be four major pollutants of concern in thermal power plant emissions
(Dash, 2004). In the wake of industrialization consequent rapid urbanization, economic development and
ever increasing population over last few decades,
ambient air pollution problems has increased by several folds (Kudisia, 2003).
The impact of air pollution on human beings has

Table 1. Theoretical exhaust product analysis for liquid propellants
Combustion products

Concentration (mol/kg)

Combustion products

Concentration (mol/kg)

CH 4
CO
H
H2CO
H2 O
N2
OH

0.000006
19.763367
0.003118
0.000003
6.850863
6. 74435
0.000051

HCO
CO 2
H2
HCOOH
HCN
NH 2

0.000001
2.165862
19.218075
0.000001
0.000026
0.000163

* Cut-off value for the concentrations: 1.000E-0006
Table 2. Exhaust product analysis during experimental flights for liquid propellants
No. of
experiments

Exhaust
products

Safety
standards

Ground
level

During
Mission 50 m

After
1h

During
Mission 100 m

After
1h

Rocket
Rocket
Rocket
Rocket
Rocket
Rocket
Rocket
Rocket
Rocket

SPM
(µg/m3)

500

45-60

SO2
(µg/m3)

120

0.1-0.4

NOx
(µg/m3)

120

2-10

353.41
445
403
1.223
2.5
1.3
135
145
183

53.7
60.5
91
0.6
0.5
1.1
17
25
39.21

109
99.7
105
1.3
1.34
0.6
56
39
51

46
55
45
0.6
0.3
0.3
9.87
11.5
10

-1
-2
-3
-1
-2
-3
-1
-2
-3
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Fig. 1 Collection of gaseous exhaust with the help of Air Samplers

been the major force motivating efforts to control it.
Most people do not have the luxury of choosing the
air they breathe. Air pollution principally affects the
respiratory, circulatory and olfactory systems in the
human beings. Physiological or bio chemical changes
have been observed in plants exposed to air pollutants including alterations in net photosynthesis and
metabolic activities. The major air pollutants which
are responsible for plant degradation are O3, SO2, NO2,
Florides, and Nitrates. Acid rain is the most popular
term for a very complex environmental problem. In a
simplest case, CO2 dissolves in the rain drops forming Carbonic Acid. It represents the base line for acid
rain, which can be aggravated by air pollutants like
SO2 and NOx. The effects of acid rain can be realized
in loss of vegetation and aquatic eco system. Last but
not the least, warming of the local atmosphere is expected to occur as a result of the increase of CO2 and
other green house gases. Considering the above facts
one can concentrate on lower toxic emissions as it
affects us, our local atmosphere including globally as
well. Thus, the authors made an attempt to highlight
environmental safety assessment of liquid rocket combustion.
Table 1 shows the theoretical exhaust product
analysis of liquid propellants using G fuel and RFNA.
The field evaluation results for different experimental
rocket launches are listed in Table 2. It has been seen
that before launching of rocket the level of toxic gases

like SPM, oxides of sulphur, SOx and oxides of nitrogen, NOx etc in ambient air are negligible. During firing although the level of toxic gases are increasing to
some extent but the concentrations are well within
the safety limits for ambient air quality standards as
prescribed by Central Pollution Control Board and
Ministry of Environment and Forest, Gov’t of India as
shown in Table 2. To determine the dilution and dispersion pattern of various gases, samples are collected
after 1 h of rocket firing. From the results it can be seen
that the toxic gases and particulate matter are dispersed so quickly that after 1 h the level of toxicity
falls down to a very low safety level i.e. close to calibration values. Similar reduction of toxic emissions
are achieved by placing the air samplers at two different locations. The one which was positioned close to
the launcher absorbs comparatively more toxicants
than the other which placed far from the launcher.
Thus rocket launch using liquid propellant is generating different toxic gases momentarily and dispersed
very fast to ascertain environmental safety.

CONCLUSION
Combustion of propellant during rocket launch generates lot of toxic gaseous exhausts and pollutants to
the local atmosphere. The concentrations of the toxic
products are within the safety standards prescribed
by CPCB Govt of India. Dilution and dispersion of
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toxic emissions are very fast thereby reducing any
adverse effect to the environment.
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ABSTRACT
The efficiency of four bacterial species namely Enterobacter cloacae, Hafnia alvei, Klebsiella pneumoniae,
Serratia marcescens isolated from agricultural soil in degrading the azo dye Congo Red was analyzed.
The bio-degradation was monitored using HPLC (High Performance Liquid Chromatography). Appearance of new peaks and disappearance of certain peaks were observed which showed that either
there is bio-degradation or bio-transformation of the azo dye. Sample treated with H. alvei obtained
the peak with shortest retention time (RT), 1.98. Highest retention time and thus the lowest polarity
were obtained in the sample treated with H. alvei and E. cloacae. There was synergistic effect upon dye
degradation since the sample treated by all the bacterial species in combination showed better degradation than that treated by individual bacteria.

INTRODUCTION
Azo dyes constitute more than fifty percent of the dyes
produced annually and are the most important group
of synthetic colourants that are extensively used in
textile, food, pharmaceutical and printing industries.
They are recalcitrant and pose toxicity to various
aquatic organisms and animals (Puvaneswari et al.,
2006). Azo dyes are the largest and most versatile class
of dyes with one or more azo (N=N) bridges linking
substituted aromatic structures viz. aromatic hydrocarbons, derivatives of benzene, toluene, naphthalene,
phenol and aniline.
A wide variety of azo dyes with anthraquinone,
polycyclic and triphenylmethane are being used in

textile dyeing and printing processes. These synthetic
colorants have been found to be toxic, mutagenic, carcinogenic and lethal in various test systems and
linked to human bladder cancer, splenic sarcomas,
hepatocarcinomas and nuclear anomalies in experimental animals and to chromosomal aberrations in
mammalian cells. They are capable of producing intestinal cancers and some are teratogenic capable of
causing cerebral and skeletal abnormalities in fetuses
(Murugesan and Kalaichelvan, 2003). The carcinogenicity may be due to the dye itself or due to the aryl
amine derivatives generated during the reductive
biotransformation of the azo linkage (Zimmerman et
al., 1982).
It is estimated that about fifteen percent of dyes
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come out along with effluent during textile processing (Wesenberg et al., 2003), with azo dyes being the
most common one released into the environment
(Bumpus, 1995). Wastewater from the textile industry
is a complex mixture of many polluting substances
ranging from residual dyestuff to heavy metals (Hoad,
2002). Furthermore, the colour and chemical composition of textile effluents are usually subject to daily
and seasonal variations dictated by the production
routine. Treatment of dye wastewater involves physical / chemical methods such as coagulation, precipitation, adsorption by activated charcoal, oxidation by
ozone, ionizing radiation, ultra filtration, incineration,
photocatalysis and chemical flocculation. (Lin and
Peng, 1996; Lambert et al., 1997 and De Moraes et al.,
2000). Commonly used waste removal treatments do
not adequately eliminate many azo dyes from the effluent waters of textile mills and dye stuff factories
(Shaul et al., 1991) because of its high content of BOD,
COD, heat, pH, color and heavy metals (Dubrow et al.,
1996).
Microbial decolourization and degradation is an
environment friendly and cost- competitive alternative to chemical decomposition processes (Verma and
Madamwar, 2003). Microbial degradation can also
detoxify the effluent effectively without leaving any
residue. Among the microorganisms, bacteria are the
most commonly used for various bioremediation processes. Bioremediation of azo dyes in textile effluents
by bacteria or fungi is an alternative to conventional
methods and a very promising area of study because
of the relatively low expense involved. This biological
process includes biodegradation and biotransformation, with a goal to mineralize hazardous contaminants in the environment. The method is targetted to
break down the complex dye molecules to non-toxic
inorganic compounds (i.e) nitrate, carbon-di-oxide
and water which could be used as precursors for the
synthesis of their own cell material by the micro-organisms involved.
For biotreatment purpose, the final degradation
products as well as the intermediates have to be identified and quantified as these compounds may further increase the toxicity of the effluent. The true potential of bacteria in azo dye degradation cannot be
evaluated without insight into the intermediates generated in the process. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) has been used for analysis of
various dyes in waste water and metabolites from
various degradation procedures (Conneely et al., 1999;
Baiocchi et al., 2002; Nachiyar and Rajkumar, 2003).

The purpose of the study is to use HPLC technique to
examine the bacterial degradation products of selected
model azo dye Congo Red.

Materials and Methods
Dyes and Chemicals
The dye Congo Red, a secondary diazo (IUPAC name
sodium sodium 3,3'-([1,1'-biphenyl]-4,4'-diyl)bis(4aminonaphthalene-1-sulfonate) dye was procured
from a local dye store. Stock solution of the model azo
dye was prepared by weighing 0.1 g of the dye and
transferring it into a 1000 ml volumetric flask and dissolved in distilled water. pH of the solution was adjusted between 6-7 and the volume was made upto
the mark. Working solutions were prepared by further dilution of the stock solution. All chemicals used
in the study were of analytical grade.

Microorganisms
Four bacterial species namely Enterobacter cloacae,
Hafnia alvei, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Serratia marcescens
were isolated from agricultural top soil using standard isolation procedures. Biochemical characterization and identification of the microbes were based on
Bergey’s Manual of Determinate Bacteriology (Holt et
al., 1994).
Bacterial inoculum
Standard inoculum of each bacterial isolates was prepared by sub culturing a single colony of the respective bacterium in 125 mL conical flasks containing 10
ml minimal medium (MM) composed of (gL-1) D-Glucose 0-1; Ammonium Sulphate 0.1; Potassium phosphate dibasic 1.27; Sodium Chloride 4.0; Magnesium
Sulphate 0.42; Potassium Chloride 0.29; EDTA 0.5;
yeast extract 0.6; Calcium Chloride 0.02; Ammonium
nitrate 1.0; Sodium carbonate 0.1; Hydrochloric acid
1 mol L -1 and distilled water 100 mL. The pH was
adjusted between 7- 8.5 and the culture was incubated
at 30oC for 3 days.
Decolourization (Degradation) assay
The experiments were carried out in 250 mL conical
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flasks containing 200 mL of nutrient broth to which 5
ml of dye from the stock solution was added. 1 mL of
the bacterial inocula were also inoculated and incubated at 37oC. The dye medium was treated with the
four bacterial species individually and in different
combinations. 3 mL of supernatant from each bacterial culture were taken for 10 days and decolourization
studies were performed. The same amount of MM containing the azo dye was added to each culture after
each sampling to keep a constant volume in the culture flask. Three replicate flasks with the same dye
concentration and inoculum size were used for the
study and the results were reported as an average of
the three samples. A control was also set up with 200
mL nutrient broth and 5 mL dye solution but without
any bacterial inoculum. Care was taken to reduce
variations induced by photo-degradation of the due.
HPLC analysis of degraded products
The samples after 10 days of treatment were filtered through a 0.45 µm membrane filter prior to HPLC
analysis.
Column Specification
Reverse phase HPLC (Cyberlab, USA) analysis was
carried out in a C 18 Column (250 mm X 4.6 mm) version (Lake Forest, CA, USA) equipped with a C 18
guard column. The compounds were eluted with an
isocratic elution of Acetonitrile vs water at the flow
rate of 1 mL/ min & absorbance recorded at 680 nm.
Sample preparation
One mL of the sample was centrifuged (at 3000 rpm
for 15 mts) and dissolved in specific solvent of HPLC
grade and filtered through 0.22 micro filter. The filtrate was collected and degassed using sonicator for
50 times at 4oC.
Solvent preparation
Solvent was prepared using Acetonitrile and water in
the ratio 65:35 and degassed using sonicator for 50
times at 4oC.
Column equilibration
Column equilibration was done using 65% Acetonitrile in water until zero base line.
Sample injection
Twenty microlitre of the sample was injected in to the
injection head using injection needle. Required time
and wavelength were set and the purification profiles
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were seen on the screen that shows the degraded compounds with its retention time.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The absorption spectra of the samples obtained at 680
nm are presented in figures 1-5. The HPLC elution
profile of the dye Congo Red (Control) showed 5 peaks
with retention time (RT) of 1.98, 2.18, 2.37, 2.59 and
2.94 minutes (Fig. 1). The elution profile obtained for
the bacteria treated samples significantly differed from
the control in terms of number, height of peaks obtained and RT. The HPLC profile of Congo Red treated
with bacterial isolate Hafnia alvei showed 3 peaks with
RT 1.98, 2.18 & 2.39 (Fig. 2). Sample treated with
Enterobacter cloacae revealed the same number of peaks
and almost similar RT as that of H. alvei (Fig. 3). The
sample treated with both E. cloacae and H. alvei obtained a new peak with 2.61 RT along with 2 other
peaks with similar RT as those observed in case of
two previously mentioned treatments (Fig. 4).
Comparison between the polarities of the samples
showed that the control and H. alvei treated samples
have the peak with shortest RT 1.98. From the retention times, it can be concluded that the control has the
highest polarity. Polarity refers to the number of functional groups in the dye Saleh (2005). Highest retention time of 2.6 and thus the lowest polarity was obtained by the sample treated with the two bacterial
isolates. All the treated samples showed peaks almost
similar to that of control. But the peak with RT 2.94
did not appear in any of the treated samples. In the
treatment by the bacteria H. alvei and E. cloacae, 2 peaks
were not observed which were present in the control.
Similarly, in the treatment by the bacterial consortia
(Fig. 5), a new peak had appeared and two peaks had
disappeared. From this, it can be assumed that either
there is degradation of the dye in the culture medium
or there is biotransformation of the dye from one form
to another. It is not confirmed whether the metabolite
or the breakdown product formed is a low molecular
weight non toxic component or another toxic product
which needs further analysis.
Bacterial strains reduce dyes both under aerobic
and anaerobic conditions. The ability of microorganisms to decolorize different dyes vary depending on
the structure and complexity of the dye (Cripps et al.,
1990). Many bacterial strains possess unspecific cytoplasmic enzymes which act as azo reducates
(Walker, 1970). Azo dyes can be cleaved symmetrically or asymmetrically depending on the structure of
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Fig. 1 HPLC chromatogram of Congo Red (Control)

Fig. 2 HPLC chromatogram of Congo Red treated with Hafnia alvei

Fig. 3 HPLC chromatogram of Congo Red treated with Enterobacter cloacae

substrate and active site of an enzyme. Asymmetric
oxidative cleavage leads to formation of mono azo
intermediates initially which can be further oxidatively and reductively cleaved into simple metabolites.

There is still a gap in current knowledge between
decolourization and degradation mechanisms. Due
to involvement of various enzymes it is practically
very difficult to define the exact role of each enzyme
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Fig. 4 HPLC chromatogram of Congo Red treated with Hafnia alvei and Enterobacter cloacae

Fig. 5 HPLC chromatogram of Congo Red treated with Hafnia alvei and Enterobacter cloaca,
Klebsiella pneumoniae, Serratia marcescens

system involved in biodegradation (Telke et al., 2008).
It is generally agreed that practical application of biodegradation systems using bacterial strains must be
proceeded by a better understanding of the biodegradation mechanisms involved. In the present study,
the azo dye Congo Red has been effectively degraded
by the chosen microbial isolates in consortia than in
individual treatments which clearly demonstrates the
importance of microbial synergism in the dye degradation. How ever the potential of the bacterial culture
needs further study for its application in treatment of
real dye-bearing wastewaters using appropriate
bioreactors.
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ABSTRACT
The effects of increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations-such as changes in ocean chemistry-will
adversely affect the physical and biological characteristics of coastal systems, modifying their ecosystem structure and functioning. As a result, coastal nations face losses of marine biodiversity, fisheries,
and shorelines. Coral reefs, which are among the most bio diverse ecosystems on Earth, are highly
sensitive to increases in sea surface temperature. A 2°C increase, associated with CO2 concentrations of
500 ppm, threatens to destroy most coral reefs. Along with increasing temperatures, more acidic conditions in the ocean associated with dissolved CO2 from Earth’s atmosphere threaten to transform living
reefs into seaweed dominated mounds of rubble. These impacts will add to the stress already resulting
from local anthropogenic effects; combined, they represent an unprecedented challenge to the global
biosphere. While the impacts are being felt globally, some regions will be more acutely affected than
others.

INTRODUCTION
The diversity of life on earth is dramatically affected
by human alterations of ecosystems (Baillie et al.,
2004). Biodiversity is continually transformed by a
changing climate. Now days, a new type of climate
change, brought about by human activities, is being
added to this natural variability, threatening to accelerate the loss of biodiversity already under stress due
to other human stresses. Approximately 70% of the
earth’s surface is covered by water. Climate change is
already changing the distribution and abundance of
aquatic ecosystem. Even minor changes to water temperature will result in changes to the currents that
*Address for correspondence - Email : surejkensa@gmail.com

flow across the earth’s surface. An aquatic ecosystem
is broadly fall in to two categories (a) Marine ecosystem and b) Fresh water ecosystem.
Climate change within the ocean
The increase in greenhouse gases within the earth’s
atmosphere is set to change three fundamental variables:
(i). Reduced Total Carbonate alkalinity
Total carbonate alkalinity of seawater will decrease
as CO2 increases within the earth’s atmosphere
(Gattuso et al., 1998; kleypas et al., 1999). This particular variable is expected to substantially change the
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acidity and carbonate ion pool of the global ocean.
Doubling carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere will decrease the aragonite saturation state in
the tropics by 30% by 2050.
ii). Increased Sea level
Changes in sea level have had major impacts on the
abundance and particularly the distribution of both
marine and terrestrial diversity. Sea level will rise as
climate changes pushes planetary temperature higher.
This occurs due to the thermal expansion of ocean
water, the melting of glaciers, and changes to the distribution of ice sheets. The expected increase in sea
level is approximately 9 - 29 cm over the next 40 years
or 28 - 29 cm by 2090 (Church et al., 2001; IPPC 2001).
According to Nichols and colleagues (1999), sea level
rise could cause the loss of up to 22% of the world’s
coastal west lands by 2080. Combined with other human impacts, this number is likely to climb to a loss of
70% of the world’s coastal wetlands by the end of the
21st century.
iii) Sea temperature increase
Significant increase in heat content has not been distributed evenly. Sea temperature in turn influences of
the marine environment. Due to its direct effects on
the density of seawater, changes in global temperatures can play directly upon the rates and directions
of ocean water movement.
Deep sea biodiversity
The deep sea is increasingly recognized as a major
reservoir of biodiversity. It is believed that the deep
seabed support more species than all other marine
environment. Marine biodiversity and ecosystem are
threatened by pollution, shipping, military activities
and climate change, but today fishing presents the
greatest threat.
The greatest threat to biodiversity in the deep sea
is bottom trawling. This type of high seas fishing is
more damaging to seamounts and the cold-water corals they sustain. These habitats are home for several
commercial bottoms- dwelling fish species.
Fish populations
Coastal fisheries are critical resources for hundreds
of millions of people. Many scientists now point to
the dramatic over exploitation of fisheries and the
subsequent decline in fish stocks as the major factor
in ecosystem change over the past two centuries (Jackson et al., 2001). Recent evidence has revealed that

oceanographic and climatic variability may play a
dominant role in fish stocks (Klyashtorein, 1998;
Babcock Hollowed et al., 2001; Attrill and Power,
2002). The relationship between climate variability
and fish stocks is probably complex. In some cases,
subtle changes may affect conditions and crucial
changes in the life history of the fish species. The
most widespread effects of climate occur on the primary and secondary production in marine ecosystems.
Coral Reef
Tropical intertidal and sub tidal regions are dominated by ecosystems that are characterized by a framework of scleractinian corals. They have undergone
major changes over the past 20 years, much of which
has been associated with climate change and other
stresses. (Bryant et al., 1998). Despite the lack of external nutrients, these ecosystem from rich and complex
food chains that support large populations of fish,
birds, turtles and marine mammals. Light, temperature and the carbonate alkalinity of seawater decrease
in a pole ward direction, making the formation of carbonate reefs more difficult at higher latitudes. Coral
reefs have already experienced major impact from climate changes. Major disturbances to coral reefs have
increased dramatically over the past 30 years and
have been linked irrefutably to periods of warmer than
normal sea temperatures.
Coral bleaching occurs when corals rapidly lose
the cells. Bleaching results in colonies turning from
brown to while, often with spectacular host pigments
being exposed. Reef building corals that lose these
important symbionts may experience mortality rates
that may exceed 90% changes in reef building coral
communities are likely to have huge impacts on marine biodiversity. Corals form the essential framework
within which a multitude of other species makes their
home. Fish that depend on corals for food, shelter or
settlement cares may experience dramatic changes in
reef building coral communities are likely to have huge
impacts on marine biodiversity. Corals form the essential framework within which a multitude of other
species makes their home. Fish that depend on corals
for food, shelter or settlement cures may experience
dramatic changes in abundance or go extinct. Thousands of other organisms are also vulnerable impacts
on marine biodiversity. Corals form the essential
framework within which a multitude of other species
makes their home. Fish that depend on corals for food,
shelter or settlement cares may experience dramatic
changes in reef building coral communities are likely
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to have huge impacts on marine biodiversity. Corals
form the essential framework within which a multitude of other species makes their home. Fish that depend on corals for food, shelter or settlement cures
may experience dramatic changes in abundance or
go extinct. Thousands of other organisms are also
vulnerable.
b) Freshwater Ecosystem
The threats to freshwater fauna fall into several broad
categories: nutrient enrichment, hydrological modifications, habitat loss and degradation, pollution, and
the spread of invasive species. A changing climate
and increasing levels of UV light pose additional risks
that superimpose upon existing threats. The combination of rapid landuse change, habitat alteration and
a changing climate is viewed as a particular serious
challenge to aquatic ecosystems.
Importance of freshwater ecosystems
Coral bleaching occurs when corals rapidly lose the
cells. Bleaching results in colonies turning from brown
to while, often with spectacular host pigments being
exposed. Reef building corals that lose these important symbionts may experience mortality rates that
may exceed 90% changes in reef building coral communities are likely to have huge impacts on marine
biodiversity. Corals form the essential framework
within which a multitude of other species makes their
home. Fish that depend on corals for food, shelter or
settlement cares may experience dramatic changes in
reef building coral communities are likely to have huge
impacts on marine biodiversity. Corals form the essential framework within which a multitude of other
species makes their home. Fish that depend on corals
for food, shelter or settlement cures may experience
dramatic changes in abundance or go extinct. Thousands of other organisms are also vulnerable.
b) Freshwater Ecosystem
The threats to freshwater fauna fall into several broad
categories: nutrient enrichment, hydrological modifications, habitat loss and degradation, pollution, and
the spread of invasive species. A changing climate
and increasing levels of UV light pose additional risks
that superimpose upon existing threats. The combination of rapid land use change, habitat alteration
and a changing climate is viewed as a particular serious challenge to aquatic ecosystems.
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Importance of freshwater ecosystems
Surface freshwater are a small fraction of global water. Healthy freshwater ecosystems provide vital ecosystem services to human societies including the provision of clean water for drinking for agriculture, for
fisheries, and for recreation. Many regions, in the world
have insufficient clean water to meet even the minimal demands for human survival.
Climate change and the hydrologic cycle
Freshwater ecosystems will naturally be sensitive to
change in the hydrologic cycle and these are difficult
to predict. A warmer climate will result in greater
evaporation from water surfaces and greater transpiration by plants which will result in a more vigorous
water cycle. Future climate change will directly affect
lake ecosystems through warmer temperature and
changes to the hydrologic cycle.
Biological impacts
Rapid climate change has many negative implications
for the biodiversity of rivers and streams. Climate
change may cause extinction at several taxonomic levels. At the species level, those species that are highly
restricted in their geographic ecologically are vulnerable to global extinction. This is true for fish where
there are regional differences in the proportional occurrence of specialized species are vulnerable to global extinction.

CONCLUSION
Human demands for aquatic ecosystem quantity and
quality now pose severe threats. The multiple human
stressors of aquatic ecosystems will interact with future climate change. Current biodiversity changes are
still largely driver by anthropogenic alteration of habitat. Biodiversity is sensitive to even small changes in
the earth’s climate. Every man need more wants, when
this need should single want and then only we can
develop a sustainable biodiversity.
We cannot blame anyone squarely for this current
scenario of food crisis across the nation. Poverty, hunger, corruption, societal ills etc. are all ills and form a
part of one viscous huge cycle. Public discourse and
action at the grass root level are the need of the hour.
Political will and good governance need to translate
into specific reform steps. We must come forward and
work together to help the impoverished people in our
country.
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Conservation of biodiversity is the planning and
management of biological resources in a way so as to
secure their wide use and continuous supply, maintaining their quality, value and diversity. There is a
need for prevention of extinction through sound planning and management. There is an urgent need to step
up efforts to mitigate the losses in biodiversity and
implement long term measures to preserve this rich
treasure. There is need to think about our future investments, whether we want to invest in future of mankind or their distribution. Biodiversity conservation
cannot be brought about by enforcement of laws only.
It must come from within because we love the earth
and all living beings thereof. The slogan for the International year of Biodiversity is Biodiversity is life.
Biodiversity is our life. We have to keep in mind that
biodiversity is nature’s insurance policy against disasters.
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ABSTRACT
An investigation was carried out to assess the distribution of heavy metals in the Colachel estuary at
five stations. Estuary is a transition zone between land and sea as well as fresh water and salt water.
Contamination of sediments, water resources and biota by heavy metals are of major concern. These
heavy metals are non-degradable and often accumulate through trophic level causing a deleterious
biological effect. Heavy metal accumulation in aquatic environment is a cause for concern due to
toxicity of metal and their accumulation in aquatic habitats. Among the heavy metals, zinc, copper and
chromium concentration is very high. Hence periodical monitoring of the water quality is required to
assess the conditions of estuarine water bodies.

INTRODUCTION
Heavy metals are metallic elements which have a high
atomic weight and a density much greater than
water.The unscientific disposal of untreated effluents
has resulted in the accumulation of heavy metals in
land, water bodies and plant growing in the effluents
(Armienta et al., 2001; Qudeh et al., 2002; Singh et al.,
2004). Estuaries are highly productive doorways between land and sea. It serves as a good nursery and
breeding ground for many of the commercially important species of finfishes and shell fishes
(AchuthanKutty et al., 1981). Heavy metal contamination has been recognized as a major environmental
concern due to their pervasiveness and persistence.
Indian environment is becoming fragile and environ-

mental pollution is one of the undesirable side effects
of industrialization, urbanization, population growth
and unconscious attitude towards the environment.
The discharge of heavy metals in the environment has
been several obvious impacts on aquatic ecosystems
(Dixit and Tiwari, 2007). Among the various toxic
pollutants, heavy metals are particularly severe in their
action due to tendency of bio-magnification in the food
chain (Topping, 1973) sediments is the ultimately depository of many chemical compounds including
heavy metals from natural and anthropogenic sources.
Aquatic organisms living in the sediment accumulates heavy metals to a varying degree (Bryan and
Thunderstone, 1977). The bio availability of heavy
metals may widely depend on sediments characteristics, water chemistry, hydrograph and biological fac-
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tors etc. (Ahmed, 2001). Sediments act as indicators of
the burden of heavy metals in coastal environments,
as they are the principal reservoir for heavy metals
(Fitchko and Hutchinson, 1975). Metals introduced
into the marine environment by dumping, domestic
wastes, industrial effluents, ship breaking activities,
urban run-off, atmospheric deposition and mining
activities as well as upstream run off. The heavy metals create a major ecological crisis, since they are nondegradable and often accumulate through trophic level
causing deleterious biological effects (Jain, 1978).
Organic carbon plays a major role in the distribution
and retention of trace elements in the sediments,
which transport trace metals to the estuarine systems
as sediments (Kumar, 1996). The present investigation aims to study the heavy metal distribution in sediments of Colachel estuary.
Study Area
It is formed by the confluence of river Kothaiyar and
Pampoori Vaikal at Kodimunai about 0.5 km ahead
of the month. The length of the vaikal is 15 km and it
joins the estuary at Kurumbanai. At the area and, intensive coir retting is carried out along the bank of the
Vaikal.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
To evaluate the concentration of heavy metals, three
stations were selected. Station I was fixed at Colachel
near the river mouth, Station II at Kurumbanai 2 km
away from station II. The estuarine environment is
subjected to pollution throughsewage disposal, agricultural runoff and setting activity. A total of five sediment samples were collected. The collected samples
were initially air dried and finely powdered using an
agate motor. All the heavy metals were estimated by
Atomic Absorption spectroscopic method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The concentration of seven heavy metals are listed in

Table 1.
Copper (Cu)
In the present study, the copper concentration varied
from 2 -13.6 ppm with the mean value of 7.42 ppm.
The lowest value was noted in station I and highest
value in Station IV. The copper concentration is due
to the low content of fine particles and the high degree
of adsorption of the metal under saline conditions.
Zinc (Zn)
Zinc is one of the commonest elements in the earth
crusts. It has many commercial uses as coating to prevent rust. Zinc ranks fourth among metals of the world
in annual consumption. Zinc concentration various
from 13 - 21.4 ppm with the mean values of 19.46 ppm.
Maximum value was observed in station V and
minimum in Station I.
Nickel
Nickel is a very abundant element. It is found in all
soils and is emitted from vacalones. It is a hard,
silvery-white metal that is combined with other metals to form alloys. The Nickel concentration depends
on the origin of the soil and pathogenic prefers
(Adriano, 1986). Nickel co-exists with sulphide minerals and mafic silicates with generally elevated concentrations in ultramafic igneous rocks, containing
more than 90% dark minerals (Riemann and de
Caritas, 1998). In the present study, nickel varies
between 4.3 – 18.7 ppm with mean value of 10.04 ppm.
The maximum was found in station IV and the
minimum in Station II.
Chromium (Cr)
Khan and Hossain (1996) have recorded higher concentration of chromium (0.517 mg/L) in the
Kharnafully estuary. Chromium ranges between 24
to 13.7 ppm with mean value of 19.3 ppm. Maximum
value was obtained at Station III due to chromium
enriched metallic compounds from industrial wastes
and other sources.

Table 1. Concentration of heavy metals (in ppm) units
Samples

Cu

Zn

Ni

Pb

Co

Cr

Mn

I
II
III
IV
V

2
6.5
7
13.6
8

13
15
19.5
21.4
28.4

16.5
4.3
5.5
18.7
5.2

6.3
10.2
17
15.5
18.1

7.5
9.5
14
19.7
15.7

17.5
19.5
24
21.8
13.7

4.5
8
16
26.5
30
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Cobalt (Co)
It occurs in many different chemical forms. It is used
in industry is imported or obtained by recycling scrap
metal that contains cobalt. Cobalt is one of the most
widely distributed heavy metals in terrestrial and
aquatic environment. In the present study, cobalt
ranges between 7.5 to 19.7 ppm with mean value of
13.28 ppm. Maximum value was observed in Station
IV and minimum value is Station I. The anthropogenic influence through the application of manures
and fertilizers to the adjoining coconut plantations
favors the accumulation of this metal is these stations.
Lead (Pb)
It is a naturally occurring bluish gray metal found in
small amounts in the earth’s crust. Most of it comes
from human activities like mining, manufacturing and
the burning of fossil fuels. Lead occurs geologically in
association with sulphide minerals and generally in
elevated concentrations in Metal argillites, granites
and coals (Reimann and Carital, 1998). The behaviour
of lead during weathering and sedimentation is
strongly dependent on environmental conditions. In
the study area, lead varies from 6.3 to 18.1 ppm with
mean value of 13.42 ppm. The minimum value was
found in station I and the maximum in Station V.
Manganese (Mn)
It is an essential element for both plant and animals.
The study area showed 4.5 - 26.5 ppm manganese
with mean value of 17 ppm. Station II has minimum
Mn and the Station IV has maximum Mn.
Three metal concentrations vary with respect to
time as well as location (Sankaranaryanan et al., 1998).
Jain and Sharma (2001) reported that large amount of
heavy metals in associated with organic matter indicate that these constituents play a major role in transport of metal ions. There is considerable variation in
the concentration of heavy metals, towards downstream, which may be due to the variation in the sub
basin geology and various degrees of human impacts
(Ramesh et al., 1990). Concentrations of heavy metals
were evaluated by Ashraf et al. (2008) in Vambanad,
Dileep Kumar et al. (2007) in Mandovi and Zuari
estuaries and Howari and Banat (2001) in Yarmouk
River.

CONCLUSION
The increased heavy metals exposure constitutes a
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direct risk for people with asthma metal allergies and
chemical sensitivities. Infants and children are particularly vulnerable and may suffer permanent damage. High inputs of toxic trace metals to the estuarine
environment have resulted in ecological changes and
great financial losses, affected commercial fisheries
and in some cases have been hazardous even to human health. Hence periodical monitoring of the water quality is thus required to assess the conditions of
estuarine water bodies.
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ABSTRACT
The main aim of this paper is to use "Electrochemical Technology for the removal of Organic Pollutants from Industrially Polluted Water". Today, hazardous pollution management has become one of
the most challenging tasks to this technological world. Because, tons of organic pollutants, including
various carcinogens, are being exposed without the sufficient treatment prescribed as per the prevailing laws. Also in the current scenario, Indian government has made it mandatory to treat polluted
water before discharging it. Electrochemical De-pollution is a very efficient and economical method
and it is suitable when the polluted water contains toxic and non-biodegradable organic pollutants.
Thus, by means of Electrochemical Technology, which is cost effective and safe, we can help in reducing the concentrations of organic pollutants in water, to a minimum possible extent and maintain the
present status of the chemical world.

INTRODUCTION
Water has a number of unique characteristics that are
essential to life and that determines its environmental
and chemical behaviour. Many of these characters are,
due to the polar nature and the ability to form hydrogen bonds in water molecules. Water also has the highest di-electric constant of any common liquid, a more
density as a liquid at 40oC and a higher heat capacity
than any other liquid except ammonia. But most of
the important chemical phenomena associated with
water, do not occur in solution, rather through interaction of solutes in water with other phases. For ex-

ample, the redox reactions catalyzed by bacteria occur in bacterial cells. Many organic hazardous wastes
are carried through water as emulsions of very small
particles suspended in water. Some hazardous wastes
are deposited as sediments in waterbodies from which
they may later enter in water through chemical or
physical processes and cause severe pollution, which
need to be eliminated as much as possible.
The polluted waters are usually oxidised with
ozone, which is a powerful oxidant but, the total organic carbon removal is not more than 30%.The results obtained is the same, when hydrogen peroxide
is used in the presence of Fe2+ as a catalyst. In gen-
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eral, by a chemical oxidation, the organic pollutants
are almost completely eliminated, but, the removal of
total organic carbon still remains a problem. These
are the reasons, why the Electro-oxidation of the hazardous pollutants has been the subject of extensive
studies during recent years (Savall, et al. 1992).
The Electrochemical method of De-pollution presents many important advantages, because it does not
need an auxilliary chemicals, it is applicable on a large
range of pollutants and does not need high pressures
and temperatures.
There has been new research on the Electrochemical oxidation of organic compounds from the polluted
water, due to its greater efficiency and the excellent
control, which it allows. The Electrochemical oxidation of pollutants from polluted water, has been studied using anodes, made from different materials. This
is attributed to the oxidation of the absorbed organic
compounds to carbon dioxide. It has also been proved
that under the same conditions, the Electro-oxidation
index obtained on the SnO2 anode is higher than on
the Pt anode, indicating a higher degree of phenol
oxidation.

proven processes for industrial polluted water treatment, is able to remove more than one type of pollutant and is generally applicable to more than one industry. Generally, a combination of several processes
is utilized to achieve the higher degree of treatment
required at the least cost. Much of the experience and
data from polluted water treatment has been gained
from municipal treatment plants. Industrial polluted
liquid is similar to polluted water, but differs in significant ways. Thus, typical design parameters and
standards developed for municipal polluted water
operations must not be blindly utilized for industrial
polluted water. It is best to run pilot tests with the
specific industrial polluted water as a part of the design process. It is most important to understand the
temporal variations in industrial polluted water
strength flow, and polluted components and their effect on the performance of various treatment processes.
Industry personnel, in an effort to reduce cost, often
neglect laboratory and pilot studies. This strategy often results in failure, delay, and increased errors. Careful studies on the actual waste at a plant site cannot
be overemphasized (Gherardini, et al. 1995).

Polluted water Treatment - an Overview

Organic Hazards in Asia

As indicated above, industrial polluted water contains
a vast array of pollutants viz., insoluble, colloidal and
particular forms, both organic and inorganic pollutants. In addition, the required effluent standards are
also diverse, varying with the industrial and pollutant classes. Consequently, there can be no standard
design for industrial water pollution control. Rather,
each site requires a customized design to achieve optimum performance. However, each of the many

Life-threatening poisons such as DDT, aldrin, chlordane, dieldrin and heptachlor-all of which are either
severely restricted or banned in most countries- which
continued to be manufactured, stored, used and traded
freely in South Asia, according to an investigative report released by the International environmental
group “Greenpeace”. The report titled "Toxic Legacies”, “Poisoned Futures”, “Persistent Organic Pollutants in Asia" reveal a fact of potentially widespread

Fig. 1 Traditional overall treatment of polluted water
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contamination caused by irresponsible corporate
behaviour, shortsighted lending agencies and misguided government policies.
Asia faces a frightening scenario of historic, current and potential poisoning by the most dangerous
variety of persistent poisons. This situation is a result
of existing stockpiles of obsolete PCBs, the continuing
production of organophenols and other chemical pesticides and the unmitigated expansion of dirty chlorine-based industries in the region, Focusing on a class
of poisonous chemicals called persistent organic pollutants or POPs which are now targeted for elimination by ongoing international negotiations under the
United Nations Environment program (UNEP)
Greenpeace, investigations conducted between April
and August 2001 in seven Asian countries including
Bangaladesh, India, Nepal and Pakistan revealed that
stocks of 5000 metric tons or more of absolute pesticides, including POP chemicals, are stored in extremely hazardous conditions in more than a thousand sites in Pakistan and Nepal. A sizeable portion
of these pesticides are reported to have as a part of aid
packages from western countries and almost all the
pesticides were exported by developed nations and
India to Pakistan and Nepal.
Chemical corporations whose products were
identified in stockpiles in Pakistan and Nepal by
Greenpeace investigators include: Bayer and Hoechst
(Germany); DuPont, Dow Chemicals, Diamond Shamrock and Velsicol (USA); Shell (Netherlands);
Sumitomo Chemical and Takeda Chemical (Japan);
Rhone Poulenc (France); Sandoz (Switzerland); ICI
(UK); Bharat Pulverising Mills (India).
India is among the three remaining known
manufacturers of DDT (10,000 mt capacity) in the
world, the other two being Mexico and China.
India exports nearly 800,000 kilograms of POP
pesticides including aldrin, DDT, BHC, and chlordane
to a long list of countries, including countries where
their usage is banned. Exports of pesticides that could
be branded POPs in the near future such as endosulfan, sodiumpentachlorophenate, 2,4-D, and lindane
total more than two million tons. Some pesticides such
as aldrin are illegal to manufacture in India.
In Pakistan, India, Nepal and Bangladesh, locally
banned or severely restricted pesticides are freely
available. Greenpeace found DDT, BHC, Dieldrin and
Heptachlor openly sold in vegetable markets in
Karachi. Hardware stores in New Delhi, stock the
deadly pesticide aldrin, whose registration was withdrawn more than two years ago.
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POPs are a class of synthetic toxic chemicals they
cause severe and long-term effects on wildlife, ecosystems and human health. POPs have been implicated
in the rising incidence of certain cancers (e.g. breast,
prostate, endometriosis, etc.), reproductive deficits
such as infertility and sex-linked disorders, declining
sperm counts, fetal malformations, neurobehavioral
impairment, and immune system dysfunction. Because of major threats to human health, the UNEP
process has shortlisted an initial twelve substances
for elimination which include organochlorine pesticides (DDT, chlordane, mirex, hexachlorobenzene,
endrin, aldrin, toxaphene, heptachlor), industrial
chemicals like cancer-causing PCBs (polychlorinated
biphenyls), and the super-toxic dioxins and furans.
In line with the emerging requirements of the UNEP
POPs process, Greenpeace also urges governments in
the region to take action now by abolishing inventory
of all sources of POPs in their countries and preventing the expansion of POP-producing technologies
such as incinerators, PVC manufacturing, pesticide
production facilities, and pulp and paper mills using
chlorine bleaching processes.
It is unfortunate that while government in the region is still grappling for the ways to dispose of their
stockpiles of obsolete imported pesticides, the continuing production and trade of these chemicals goes on
unabated. This could only lead to an endless cycle of
poisoning whose unwitting and eventual victims are
communities and future generations, Government
should aim for an eventual phase-out of such polluting practices and push for international Co-operation
in developing viable and sustainable non-chemical
alternatives.
While governments in the region are responsible
for taking action against POPs pollution, the liabilities associated with such action must always fall on
the polluter -the corporations and international lending agencies- and not on the citizens who have longendured the polluter- the corporation- and international consequences of toxic pollution, added
- Jayaraman, Former Minister for Environment
and Forestry, Govt. of India.
Advancement in polluted water treatment
Several effective, affordable and environmentally
sound waste disposal options are available; others
are within scientific research. Separating waste categories can go a long way in addressing waste problems. By some estimates, intensive reuse and recycling
systems could take care of nearly 80 percent of mu-
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Table 1. List of advanced technologies (non-combustion) available for polluted water treatment
Technology

Non combustion
destruction
technology

Intrinsic
PCDD/F
formation

Capable of
containing
all process
streams

Capable of
reprocessing
all process
streams

Demon
strated
high DE

Incineration (Janetm, et al. 2001)
GPCR – Ecologic
Base Catalysed Dechlorination
Sodium reduction process(es)
Solvated electron process
Super Critical Water Oxidation
Electrochemical oxidation
Vitrification
Ball milling
Molten salt
Molten metal (Janetm, et al. 2001)
Catalytic hydrogenation
Solvent washing
Landfill/burial
Solidification/
Stabilization
Land spreading
Deep-well injection

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
?
?
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
No
No
?
No
Yes
No
?
?
No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
?
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
?
?
?
N/A
No

No
Yes
Yes
?
Yes
yes?
Yes
No
yes?
?
?
?
N/A
N/A

No
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
Yes
No
No
?
?
Yes
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A

No
No
No

Table 2. List of technologies that meet initial screening
Technology

Commercial scale

Countries where licensed and/or used for
commercial treatment

Gas Phase Chemical Reduction
Sodium reduction process(es)

Full
Full

Base Catalysed Dechlorination
Solvated electron process
Electrochemical oxidation
Catalytic hydrogenation
Super-critical water oxidation
Ball milling
Molten salt

Full
Full
limited
Limited
Limited
limited/demo
Demo

Australia, Canada, USA, Japan (Argentina?)
France, Germany, UK, Netherlands, South Africa,
Australia, USA, Saudi Arabia, Japan, New Zealand
Australia, USA, Mexico, Spain, New Zealand
USA
USA
Australia
USA
Germany
N/A

nicipal wastes. Current data suggest much lower rates
of recycling in most locations: 8 percent in the UK, 28
percent in the US, and so on. Conversion to clean production technologies can both help save business
dollars and protect the environment. For toxic industrial and medical wastes, non-incineration technologies such as the gas phase thermo-chemical reduction process achieve virtually 100 percent efficiency
in POPs destruction and capture all residues and releases. Other emerging technologies include electrochemical oxidation, molten metal technology, solvated
electron process, and supercritical water oxidation.
Advanced technologies (non-combustion) available

for polluted water treatment are listed in Table 1.
Significance of Electrochemical Oxidation
In electrochemical oxidation (EO), an electrochemical
cell, operating at 50 to 60oC (120o to 140oF) and atmospheric pressure, is used to generate an oxidizing species (a mediated metal ion) at the anode (the negative
electrode) in an acidic solution. As indicated in the
flowsheet, this is accomplished by supplying a voltage across two electrodes immersed in an acidic solution containing the oxidizing species in its reduced,
more natural state.
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Table 3. Comparison of various electrodes ( Canizares, et al. 2005 and Edison, et al. 1991).
Compound

Anode

Cathode

4-chloro phenol
4-catecheol
Phenolics
Phenolics
Phenolics
Phenolics
Phenolics
Phenolics
Phenolics
Phenol
Phenol
Phenol

Titanium
TiO2
Titanium
Titanium
Titanium
SnO2
Stainless steel
Titanium
Titanium
Titanium
Titanium
Titanium

Lead dioxide
--Strontium oxide
Strontium oxide
Strontium oxide
----Diamond thin film
Lead dioxide
Oxide
Strontium oxide
Ruo
Iridium oxide

What are electrochemical cells?
Many oxidation-reduction reactions occur spontaneously, giving off energy. An example involves the spontaneous reaction that occurs when zinc metal is placed
in a solution of copper ions as described by the net
ionic equation shown below.
Cu2+ (aq) + Zn (s)

Cu(s) + Zn2+ (aq)

The zinc metal slowly "dissolves" as its oxidation
produces zinc ions, which enter into solution. At the
same time, the copper ions gain electrons and are converted into copper atoms, which coats with the zinc
metal, or sediments to the bottom of the container.
The energy produced in this reaction is quickly
dissipated as heat, but it can be made to do useful

Fig. 2

Conducting
oxide

Non conducting
oxide

Indium oxide
RuO2
IrO2
Platinum oxide

TiO2
ZrO2
Ta2O5

---

---

work by a device called, an Electrochemical cell. This
is done by the following way. An Electrochemical cell
is composed of two compartments or half-cells, each
in turn composed of an electrode dipped in a solution
of electrolyte. These half-cells are designed to contain
the oxidation half-reaction and reduction half-reaction separately as shown below.
The half-cell, called the anode, is the site at which
the oxidation of zinc occurs as shown below (Fig. 2).
Zn (s)

Zn+2 (aq) + 2e-

During the oxidation of zinc, the zinc electrode will
slowly dissolve to produce zinc ions (Zn+2), which
enter into the solution containing Zn+2 (aq) and SO4-2
(aq) ions.

Fig. 3
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The half-cell, called the cathode, is the site at which
reduction of copper occurs as shown below (Fig. 3).
Cu+2 (aq) + 2e-

Cu (s)

When the reduction of copper ions (Cu+2) occurs,
copper atoms accumulate on the surface of the solid
copper electrode.
The reaction in each half-cell does not occur unless the two half cells are connected to each other.
Recall that in order to the oxidation to occur, there
must be a corresponding reduction reaction that is
linked or "coupled" with it. Moreover, in an isolated
oxidation or reduction half-cell, an imbalance of electrical charge would occur, the anode would become
more positive as zinc cations are produced, and the
cathode would become more negative as copper cations are removed from solution. Using a “salt bridge”
connecting the two cells as shown in the diagram
below can solve this problem. A "salt bridge" is a porous barrier, which prevents the spontaneous mixing
of the aqueous solutions in each compartment, but
allows the migration of ions in both directions to
maintain electrical neutrality. As the oxidation-reduction reaction occurs, cations (Zn+2) from the anode
migrate via the salt bridge to the cathode, while the
anion, (SO4)-2, migrates in the opposite direction to
maintain electrical neutrality.

The two half-cells are also connected externally
(Figure 4) In this arrangement, electrons provided by
the oxidation reaction are forced to travel via an external circuit to the site of the reduction reaction. The fact
that the reaction occurs spontaneously once these halfcells are connected indicates that there is a difference
in potential energy. This difference in potential energy is called an electromotive force (emf) and is measured in terms of volts. The zinc/copper cell has an
emf of about 1.1 volts under standard conditions.
Any electrical device can be "spliced" into the external circuit to utilize this potential energy produced
by the cell for useful work. Although the energy available from a single cell is relatively small, electrochemical cells can be linked in series to boost their energy
output. A common and useful application of this characteristic is the "battery". An example is the lead-acid
battery used in automobiles. In the lead-acid battery,
each cell has a lead metal anode and lead (IV) oxide
(lead dioxide) cathode both of which are immersed in
a solution of sulfuric acid. This single Electrochemical cell produces about 2 volts. Linking 6 of these cells
in series produces the 12-volt battery found in most
cars today. One disadvantage of these "Wet cells" such
as the lead-acid battery is that, it is very heavy and
bulky. However, like many other "Wet cells", the oxidation-reduction reaction, which occurs, can be
readily reversed via an external current such as that

Fig. 4
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provided by an automobile's alternator. This prolongs
the lifetime and usage of such devices as an energy
source (Gherardini, et al.1995).
Importance of removing organic pollutants and
carcinogens
Phenol is human poison by inhalation, ingestion,
and skin absorption. It is a severe irritant to the eyes,
skin and respiratory system. Human mutation data
have been reported for phenol. Also it is a questionable carcinogen in animals and a suspected carcinogen in humans, although the data are inconclusive.
Phenol is a general protoplasmic poison that is corrosive to any living tissue it contacts. Phenol is highly
soluble in water. Concentrations of 1000 milligrams
and more will mix with a cubic decimeter of water.
About 26.3% of phenol will eventually end up in air,
approximately 73.3% in water, and about 0.2% in terrestrial soil and aquatic sediments. It is used to manufacture various phenolic and epoxy resins, for refining lubricating oils, a fuel-oil sludge inhibitor, and as
a reagent in chemical analysis. It is also used in the
production of a large variety of aromatic compounds
including fertilizers, illuminating gases, coke, explosives, lampblack, paints, paint removers, asbestos
goods, wood preservatives, textiles, perfumes, bakelite,
rubber, and other plastics. Many industrial processes
generate polluted water flows with a high concentration of phenols and other related compounds. These
compounds are known to betoxic, even at low concentrations, and their treatment is very important.
The removal of phenols from wastewaters is, therefore, an important problem and electrochemical oxidation technologies offer the prospect of relatively
simple equipment, environmental friendliness and the
possibility of high-energy efficiency by using Electrochemical oxidation techniques (Subramanian, et al.
2003).
Benefits of electrochemical over other technologies
1. The advantages of Biological treatments are very
well known, but also their limitations either for a
high COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) value or
the presence of very toxic compounds. The possible presence of inorganic compounds, such as
heavy metals, may cause a drop of the bacterial
count. On the other hand, the incineration of organic compounds can originate the formation of
toxic products that are dragged at the same time
by the combustion gases; also, the presence of corrosive agents can cause problems in the stability
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of the materials of the incinerator.
2. Electrochemical degradation (direct and indirect
Electrochemical oxidation) and electrocatalysis of
hazardous polluted water have several advantages
compared with incineration and biological treatment.
3. Electrochemical treatment is able to treat very toxic
pollutants.
4. This process can operate at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure
5. The energy consumption depends on COD
6. The Electrochemical treatment can be stopped simply by switching off the power.
7. Cost and safety effective switching off the power.
Other Applications of Electrochemical Technology
-

-

-

-

The PCBs degradation
In-situ chlorine production
Ozone generation ( Jiangning Wu, 1995)
Destruction of cyanides and nitrites
Purification of polluted water using oxidising
agents and in general as a method for the reduction of COD from any effluent.
Elimination of phenol (William, et al. 1994).
Elimination of tensioactives compounds and dyes
Electrochemical technology is able to treat toxic
polluted water with high concentrations of organic
compounds.
Suitable when traditional treatment methods are
not effective due to: non-biodegradable materials,
heavy metals, hazardous compounds are not
completely degraded
It avoid the problem of dropping of the bacterial
count on the biological treatments
Innovative aspects of electrochemical technology

Major Drawbacks
The major drawbacks of this technology mainly include:
1. Passivation: The Passivstion of electrodes is due to
building of sucessive layers of blocking films of high
molecular weight unreactive materials thus leading
to the decrease in rate of reaction and after sometime
complete end of reaction.
2. De-stabalisation of electrode material: The destabilisation of electrode material widely confines to
the corrison problem. Due to improper selection of electrode pair sometimes the organic pollutant in long
reaction time corrodes the electrode material leading
to destabilisation.
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Present State of Electrochemical Technology
At present Electrochemical technology is applicable
for following treatment units:
-

Elimination of lead and lead oxides from polluted
waters.
Recovery of NaCl by electrodialysis.
Textile polluted water treatment using Electrochemical technology.

CONCLUSION
From the overall study of “Electrochemical oxidation
of organic pollutants” and Electrochemical technology it has been concluded that this electrochemical
degradation has proved to be faster than the usual
treatments such as biodegradation, photoxidation. It
is a clean technique, it does not need any chemical
reagent which may be harmful or expensive, it can be
easily operated (needs no complex controls) and also
optimum safety condition prevails since the oxidizing agents generated in-situ.
The only drawback of this technology is the high
operating cost of the reactor. It has been suggests that,
in future, this kind of treatment should be preferentially employed for the preliminary treatment of organic polluted water constituents.
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ABSTRACT
This paper highlights the biodiversity and energy. Biodiversity impacting and biodiversity neutral
stratigies for power generation are discussed.

Links between biodiversity and energy
Many forms of energy are the result of a service provided by ecosystems, now or laid down in the form of
fossil fuels far in the past. Conversely, society’s growing requirements for energy are resulting in significant changes in those same ecosystems, both in the
search for energy sources, and as a result of energy
use patterns. Given that energy is a fundamental requirement for supporting development in all economies, the challenge is to sustainably provide it without driving further loss of biodiversity. It is necessary
to define the trade-offs required, and develops appropriate mitigation and adaptation strategies.
Demand for energy is projected to grow at least 53
per cent by 2030. Energy from biomass and waste is
projected to supply about 10 per cent of global demand until 2030. However, this assumes that adequate
fossil fuels will be available to address the majority of
the increase in demand, and some have suggested this
may not be realistic. Energy-related carbon dioxide
emissions are expected to increase slightly faster than
energy use by 2030.
*Address for correspondence - Email : surejkensa@gmail.com

Energy use has impacts at local, national and global levels. Pollution from burning fossil fuels, and the
associated effects of acid rain have been a problem for
European and North American forests, lakes and soils,
although the impacts on biodiversity have not been
as significant or widespread as cautioned in the
Brundtland Commission report. While emission controls in Europe and North America led to a reversal of
acidification trends, there is now a risk of acidification in other areas of the world, particularly Asia.
The impacts noted above are relatively localized
and small in comparison to the potential impacts of
climate change, which results largely from energy use.
As a result of climate change, species ranges and
behaviour are changing with consequences for human well-being, including changing patterns of human disease distribution, and increased opportunities for invasive alien species. Species most likely to
be affected include those that already are rare or threatened, migratory species, polar species, genetically
impoverished species, peripheral populations and
specialized species, including those restricted to alpine areas and islands. Some amphibian species ex-
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tinctions have already been linked with climate
change, and a recent global study estimated that 1537 per cent of regional endemic species could be committed to extinction by 2050.
Biodiversity-based energy sources include both traditional biomass and modern biofuels. Ecosystems
provide relatively inexpensive and accessible sources
of traditional biomass energy, and therefore have a
vital role to play in supporting poor populations. If
these resources are threatened, as is the case in some
countries with extreme deforestation, poverty reduction will be an even greater challenge. Use of fuel
wood can cause deforestation, but demand for fuel
wood can also encourage tree planting, as occurs, for
example, in Kenya, Mali and several other developing countries.
Climate change is also having impacts at ecosystem scales. By 2000, 27 per cent of the world’s coral
reefs had been degraded in part by increased water
temperatures, with the largest single cause being the
climate-related coral bleaching event of 1998. For some
reefs recovery is already being reported. Mediterranean-type ecosystems found in the Mediterranean
basin, California, Chile, South Africa and Western
Australia are expected to be strongly affected by climate change.
Managing energy demand and biodiversity impacts
Few energy sources are completely biodiversity neutral, and energy choices need to be made with an understanding of the trade-offs involved in any specific
situation, and the subsequent impacts on biodiversity
and human well-being. Biodiversity management is
emerging as a key tool for the mitigation of and adaptation to the impacts of climate change – from avoided
deforestation to biodiversity offsets – while contributing to the conservation of a wide range of ecosystem
services.
There are a number of management and policy responses to the increasing demand for energy and the
impacts on biodiversity. One important response to
the rising price of oil is increasing interest in other
energy sources. Prime among these are biofuels, with
several countries investing significant resources in this
field. The world output of biofuels, assuming current
practice and policy, is projected to increase almost
fivefold, from 20 million tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe)
in 2005 to 92 Mtoe in 2030. Biofuels, which are produced on 1 per cent of the world’s arable land, support 1 per cent of road transport demand, but that is
projected to increase to 4 per cent by 2030, with the

biggest increases in United States and Europe. Without significant improvement in productivity of biofuel
crops, along with similar progress in food crop agricultural productivity, achieving 100 per cent of transport fuel demand from biofuels is clearly impossible.
In addition, large-scale biofuel production will also
create vast areas of biodiversity-poor monocultures,
replacing ecosystems such as low-productivity agricultural areas, which are currently of high biodiversity
value.
Current actions to address the impacts of climate
change can be both beneficial and harmful to
biodiversity. For example, some carbon sequestration
programmes, designed to mitigate impacts of greenhouse gases, can lead to adverse impacts on
biodiversity through the establishment of monoculture forestry on areas of otherwise high biodiversity
value. Avoiding deforestation, primarily through forest conservation projects, is an adaptation strategy
that may be beneficial, with multiple benefits for climate change mitigation, forest biodiversity conservation, reducing desertification and enhancing livelihoods. It must be recognized that some “leakage” in
the form of emissions resulting from those conservation efforts can occur .Climate change will also affect
current biodiversity conservation strategies. For example, shifts from one climate zone to another could
occur in about half of the world’s protected areas, with
the effects more pronounced in those at higher latitudes and altitudes. Some protected area boundaries
will need to be flexible if they are to continue to achieve
their conservation goals.
The impacts of energy production and use on
biodiversity have been addressed as a by-product of
several policy responses in the past few decades. Examples include Germany’s effort to reduce subsidies
in the energy and transport sectors, promoting increases in the proportion of organic farming and reducing nitrogen use in agriculture. However, responses have not been comprehensive, coordinated
or universal. Commitments, including shared plans
of action, have been made in various floras, but implementation has proved to be extremely challenging,
due both to problems of securing required finance and
lack of political will or vision.

CONCLUSION
There are also attempts to address this issue through
impact management within the private sector, and
especially in the energy industry. The private sector is
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Energy Sources and their impacts on biodiversity
Energy source *

Impacts on biodiversity

Fossil fuels Crude oil

• Global climate change and associated disturbances,
particularly Coal Natural gas when coupled with
human population growth and accelerating rates
of resource use, will bring losses in biological
diversity.
• Air pollution (including acid rain) has led to US$
damage to forests in southern China amounting to
14 billion/year. Losses from air pollution impacts
on agriculture are also substantial, amounting to
US$ 4.7 billion in Germany, US$ 2.7 billion in
Poland and US$ 1.5 billion in Sweden.
• The direct impact of oil spills on aquatic and
marine ecosystems are widely reported.
The most infamous case is the Exxon Valdez, which
ran aground in 1989, spilling 37 000 tonnes of crude
oil into Alaska’s Prince William Sound. Impacts also
come through the development of oil fields and their
associated infrastructure & human activities in remote
areas that are valuable for conserving biodiversity
(such as Alaska’s Article National Wildlife Refuge that
may be threatened by proposed oil development).
• Decreased amount of land available for food
crops or other needs due to greatly expanded use
of land to produce biofuels, such as sugar cane or
fast-growing trees, resulting in possible natural
habitat conversion to agriculture and intensification
of formerly extensively developed or fallow land.
• Can contribute chemical pollutants into the
atmosphere that affect biodiversity. Burning crop
residues as a fuel also removes essential soil nutrients,
reducing soil organic matter and the water-holding
capacity of the soil.
• Intensively managing a biofuel plantation may
require additional inputs of fossil fuel for machinery,
fertilizers and pesticides, with subsequent fossil fuel
related impacts.
• Monoculture of biomass fuel plants can increase
soil and water pollution from fertilizer and pesticide
use, soil erosion and water run-off, with subsequent
loss of biodiversity.
• Water used to cool reactors is released to
environment at significantly above ambient
temperatures, and accentuates ecological impacts
of climatic extremes, such as heat waves, on
riverine fauna.
• Produces relatively small amounts of
greenhouse gases during construction.
• Because of the potential risks posed by
nuclear energy, some nuclear plants are
surrounded by protected areas. For example,
the Hanford Site occupies 145 000 ha in

Biomass Combustibles,
renewables and waste

Nuclear energy

Subsequent impact on human
well-being
• Changes in distribution of
and loss of natural resources
that support livelihoods.
• Respiratory disease
due to poor air quality.

• Cardiovascular and
respiratory disease from
reduced indoor air quality,
due to wood-burning
stoves, especially among
poor women and children.

• Health impacts of ionising
radiation include deaths and
diseases due to genetic damage (including cancersand
reproductive abnormalities).

Contd.............
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Hydroelectricity

Alternative energy
sources Geothermal
Solar, wind, tidal
and wave

MARY KENSA
south eastern Washington State. It encompasses
several protected areas and sites of long-term
research, and provides an important sanctuary
for plant and animal populations.
• A nuclear accident would have grave
implications for people and biodiversity.
• Building large dams leads to loss of forests,
wildlife habitat and species populations,
disruption of natural river cycles and the
degradation of upstream catchment areas
due to inundation of the reservoir area.
• Dam reservoirs also emit greenhouse
gases due to the rotting of vegetation and
carbon inflows from the basin.
® On the positive side, some dam reservoirs
provide productive fringing wetland ecosystems
with fish and waterfowl habitat opportunities.
• Ecosystem disruption in terms of desiccation,
habitat losses at large wind farm sites and
undersea noise pollution.
• Tidal power plants may disrupt migratory
patterns of fish, reduce feeding areas for waterflow,
disrupt flows of suspended sediments and result in
in various other changes at the ecosystem level.
•Large photovoltaic farms compete for land with
agriculture forestry and protected areas.
•Use of toxic chemicals in the manufacture of solar
energy cells presents a problem both during use
and disposal.
• Disposal of water and wastewater from geothermal
plants may cause significant pollution of surface
waters and groundwater supplies.
• Rotors for wind and tidal power can cause some
mortality for migratory species, both terrestrial
and marine.
• Strong visual impact of wind farms.

increasingly accepting its responsibilities as a steward of the environment. It is collaborating with nongovernmental organizations, through flora such as
the Energy and Biodiversity Initiative, to better understand impacts and possible mitigation and adaptation strategies that make business sense. Beyond legislation and regulation, the use of payments for ecosystem services, as exemplified by the emerging carbon market, represents an innovative though somewhat controversial approach to addressing the impacts of energy use on the environment. Ensuring access to energy while maintaining biodiversity and vital ecosystem services will require an integrated multisectoral approach that includes:

• Building large dams can
result in displacement
of people.
• Alterations in availability
of freshwater resources
(both improved and
declining, depending on the
situation) for human use.

•Decreased species
populations to provide
basic materials of life.
•Toxins released to the
environment may cause
public health problems.
•Decreased economic
value of lands near wind
farms, due to strong
visual impacts.

• An ecosystem approach to management of
biodiversity and natural resources that ensures inclusion of lessons learned in on-going management of natural resources affected by energy production and use;
• A major shift in environmental governance to incorporate policies and incentives promoting energy production and use that mainstreams action
to address biodiversity concerns, especially with
respect to climate change; and
• Increasing partnership with the private sector, including extractive industries and the financial sector, to promote energy programmes that internalize the full costs on biodiversity and livelihoods.
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The book Coal Mining and Environmental Concerns,
Charles Udosen (Ed.) draws our attention to the attendant ills of unguided exploitation of natural resources. The 259-page book has captured in one volume virtually everything one would want to know
about coal, its origin, formation, types of coal mining
methods as well as global distribution, reserves and
the Nigerian situation, including dangers to miners
and safer times in modern mining and environmental
concerns. Perhaps the most unique aspect of the book
is the combination of experts from various fields of
endeavour including Linguistics in the Faculty of
Arts, through Geography, Sociology and Political Science in the Social Sciences to Botany and Ecological
Studies, Microbiology and Soil Science in the Life Sciences, and Agriculture, Chemistry and Physics in the
Physical Sciences. Meaning, the environment concerns each and every one of us.
A major issue that occupied the world, particularly the industrialized nations in the 1960s is the
subject that has been generally termed “environmental degradation”. In 1962 for instance, Biologist Rachel
Carson published “Silent Spring” which documented
the pollution of air, water and wildlife from pesticides
such as DDT. This influential book helped broaden
the concept of resource conservation to include the
preservation of the environment (the quality of air,
water and soil). With the discovery of the use of fire,
pre-historic man took a giant leap in his development.
It meant good food and better living conditions and
later, a source of energy that largely replaced muscle
*Address for correspondence - Email : fdudoh@yahoo.com

power. Since then, energy has been an important factor for development. The availability and exploitation
of new energy sources have accompanied and made
possible major economic and social changes.
Perhaps no energy source has impacted on man
as coal. The industrial revolution of the 19th Century
was made possible by the extensive use of coal as an
energy source. In it, man developed panache for making things–building materials, machines, furniture,
plates, pots, pans, clothes, food, etc., and all this stuff
required some heat to bend, harden and dye. As our
relative wealth then increased, we produced more
people (population explosion). Thus, from the turn of
the 20th Century, a simple and compelling pattern
emerged – the more energy we produced the more stuff
we made, and the more stuff we made, the more we
wanted. And the more we wanted, the more energy
we used to make more stuff – a virtuous cycle of consumerism in which man developed a total dependency
on coal and the energy it produced, and this appetite
for energy grew far more than even his appetite for
food.
The rebirth of the economy after the Second World
War and the great development of industrialized countries were made possible at the same time deeply conditioned by the availability of yet another source of
energy – petroleum which is to coal what coal was to
wood. The irony is that both coal and petroleum are
fossil fuels, a term for buried, combustible, geologic
deposits of organic materials, formed from decayed
plants and animals that have been converted by ex-
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posure to heat and pressure in the earth’s crust over
hundreds of millions of years ago. The simple truth is
that fossil fuels are just trapped energy – trapped,
buried and heated by the earth’s crust. And when we
burn coal, oil or gas we release that energy in the form
of heat while releasing other chemicals into the atmosphere – most notably carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and other oxides of sulphur. Thus, in our extravagant exploitation of energy resources it was conveniently forgotten that on all fronts, short term economic
gains were being won at the expense of huge but latent environmental loses. By the late 1980s, global
environmental damage began to make headline news
such as:
-

Loss of tropical forest cover
Widespread dying of savannah margins
Regional pollution of inland seas and oceans
Atmospheric contamination on a vast scale in the
form of increased acidity and greenhouse
warming
Growing alarm over the distribution of toxic
chemicals in consumer goods and waste
discharges
So serious has been this issue that it called for a
summit
– The Earth’s Summit to find ways of stemming
further degradation.
With oil consumption topping a thousand barrels per second and existing resources not likely to
last over five decades, there are calls for a return to the
huge reserves of coal that was abandoned for oil albeit to use it more efficiently. Hence the need for a
book such as the one under review which draws our
attention to the attendant ills of unguided exploitation of natural resources.
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The 259-page book is a valuable multi-disciplinary resource material not just for students but also for
policy makers and environmentalists. It has captured
in one volume virtually everything one would want
to know about coal and its exploitation ranging from
the origin and formation, types of coal mining techniques as well as global distribution and reserves, the
Nigerian situation as well as other well-researched
topics.
Ideally, this work can be seen as comprising three
parts, namely:
Part one is made up of the first four chapters:
-

History of Mining – Chapter 1
Coal Mining in the U.S. – Chapter 2
Mining Techniques – Chapter 3
Global Perspective of Coal Production –
Chapter 4

Indeed one is hard-put to figure out the place of
Chapter 2 in this part. The materials could either have
been used in Chapter 1, where coal mining in post
1900 period is treated for five major world producers
including the United States of America or in Chapter
4 where the Global perspective of Coal Production is
considered. However, four novel ideas worth mentioning in this part are:
-

The rationale for trade unionism alongside coal
mining and community realities – Chapter 1
We see here that the use of strike to press for
genuine demands by workers did not start today.
Thank God the Industrial Arbitration Panel has
confirmed the inalienable right of the Nigerian
Worker to use this weapon for collective bargaining.
The exposition on the various methods of surface
mining as well as the five principal underground
mining methods. Worthy of mention are the section on Dangers to Miners and Safer Times in
Modern Mining – Chapter 3
The African Scenario – Mining and Environmental Concerns, and
Lessons from the Developed World, both in
Chapter 4
A major flaw in this chapter (Chapter 4) is that it
has not considered international trade in coal, thus
leaving some vital questions unanswered. Are there
countries that produce more than they consume and
need to export? Who are the buyers? Are there those
that consume more than they produce and need to
import? Where do they import from? Are there those
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who do not produce at all and totally depend on imports?
PART TWO
This section consists of three chapters (Chapters 5, 6,
and 7) which could be considered as the Nigerian
Case Study. Chapter 5 looks at Coal Mining in Nigeria including the history, mining methods, production problems as well as coal resources. Chapter 6
addresses Coal Mining in Kogi State featuring the
Okaba/Odagbo Coal Mine which came into operation in 1967 as a result of the Nigerian Civil war and
which remains one of the few operational mines to
date. Chapter 7 dwells on the Physical Geography of
Okaba/Odagbo area. Again, there is no conceivable
reason why the materials in Chapters 6 and 7 were
not merged considering particularly that the author
of Chapter 6 contributed four of the nine subsections
of Chapter 7.
PART THREE
The last two chapters – Chapter 8 – Environmental
Impacts of Coal Mining and Chapter 9 – Acid Mine
Drainage constitute the third part of this laudable
work and indeed, herein lies the crux of our concern.
The general delivery of the work is highly commendable. The font is quite large, easily readable and
the page set-up, reader friendly. Most of the tables are
well arranged and carry significant information relevant to the text. The only problem is that some of
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them are not referred to in the text and thus, wrongly
placed. The figures on the other hand, need reworking and should be the first area of concern in subsequent editions. So also the plates and as a matter of
fact, Figure 7.7 on page 136 should rather be a plate.

CONCLUSION
The most unique aspect of this work which indeed is
its strongest point, is the combination of experts: from
Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, through Geography, Sociology and Political Science in the Social Sciences to Botany and Ecological Studies, Microbiology
and Soil Science in the Life Sciences and Agriculture,
Chemistry and Physics in the Physical Sciences. What
a blend! This portrays vividly that the environment
concerns each and every one of us. If the six-fold objective of the book as stated by the editor is anything to
go by, I find this work marvelous in conception and
excellent in delivery.
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